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HYATT REGENCY
DFW INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT
Dallas, Texas
Alumni in the Dallas-Fort Worth area:
If you are interested in attending the
Friday evening networking event,
visit the Professional Development
Conference page at PhiKappaPsi.com
and fill out our interest form.

Learn how to live out the saying
“dress for success.” Better
prepare yourself for graduate
school. Work toward developing
skills on managing stress and
finding a healthy balance between
work and social life.

The Phi Kappa Psi Fraternity aims to ensure our
undergraduate members are receiving the most
relevant programming to enhance both their
personal and professional talents at the Professional
Development Conference (PDC).
Undergraduates of all majors and backgrounds are
eligible to apply for this conference.
Applications must be submitted
by 11:59 p.m. Sunday, Sept. 2 on
the PDC page at PhiKappaPsi.com.

Learn to network in a professional
manner and be able to make good
judgments quickly in business.
Determine how to sell yourself in
any interaction, manage conflict and
have difficult conversations in an
appropriate fashion.

Establish negotiating power for
salary or other benefits that fit
your needs. Build interviewing
skills, resume, and action plans for
better career preparation. Become
more responsible through financial
management.
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A LETTER FROM OUR PRESIDENT

Positive Strides

New paths forged toward ‘The Great Joy of Serving Others’
Brothers,
This reflection comes at the culmination of my two-year
term as President of Phi Kappa Psi. Much has transpired
over the past biennium, and I am amazed at how quickly
the time has passed.
As I reflect, I want to revisit some of the core concepts I
identified as being critical to our success:
• Focusing on the development of a “service first”
staffing model: We continue to hire an experienced,
charismatic staff that trains and expects optimal levels
of hands-on work with our members. This was,
and continues to be done by demonstrating
exceptional work ethic and delivering a strong
product. The same level of expectation
exists among the Executive Council and
Appointed Officers.

America and other community organizations, and in
association with the Fraternity’s current initiatives to
address poverty and individuals in need, our service/
philanthropy task force has done incredible work.
• Building healthy chapters: In addition to developing
outstanding men of character, we have sought to raise
our chapters to higher degrees of performance, health
and strength by improving membership levels, retention,
academic achievement, community service/philanthropy,
health and wellness, campus involvement and leadership,
financial stability, housing stability and safety, and alumni
advisory teams and mentoring. We have constructed
incredible mechanisms to address health and wellness,
chapter standards, strategic growth, leadership awareness
and development, and advisor training and education.

• Communicating intelligently and transparently:
To generate more awareness, a commitment was made
• Implementing programming to 20% of
to message our programming and initiatives carefully,
our membership: To build relevancy and an
correctly, constantly and with care. Great measures
educated membership, we focused considerable
were taken to be cognizant of how we message because
effort to developing and executing programs to
it is crucial to the understanding, buy-in and successful
coach 20% of our undergraduate members annually. We
implementation with our membership. We remain
have achieved this ambitious goal with a 15% annual
committed to constructively integrating the supporting
improvement. This was accomplished
materials, messaging, and marketing
through Regional Officer Training,
“We remain committed to
of the Fraternity’s programs.
the Professional Development
Conference, Woodrow Wilson
ensuring that all of the
• Prudent and responsible
Leadership School, and Grand Arch
Fraternity’s programs and
fiscal management: We have
Council Academy. Additionally, our
an unwavering commitment to
award-winning ELEVATE Health
initiatives are built on and
exercising good governance and
& Wellness initiative has impacted
demonstrate the philosophical prudent stewardship over the
100% of our members annually.
Fraternity’s finances. We established
Therefore, we remain committed to
principles that underscore the
a Financial Oversight Committee
ensuring that all of the Fraternity’s
values, tenants and beliefs of
that utilizes nonprofit finance best
programs and initiatives are built on
practices, reviews the Fraternity’s
and demonstrate the philosophical
Phi Kappa Psi.”
monthly financial statements
principles that underscore the values,
(Statement of Financial Position,
tenants and beliefs of Phi Kappa Psi.
Statement of Activities, Statement of Cash Flows and
the Cash Flow Monthly Forecast), and consults with our
• Actions to reflect “The Great Joy of Serving Others”:
professional staff to ensure proper financial management
We set an objective of completing 180,000 hours of
and planning.
community service annually by requiring every member
to fulfill three service hours per month. Through our
former partnership with the Boys & Girls Clubs of
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I invite you to visit the Phi Psi Portal and click on the Executive Council tab to review
the most recent reports by both the Staff and Executive Council. These reports reflect
the outstanding work that your Fraternity is accomplishing, and I hope all of you are
proud to see this amazing progress.
It has been a remarkable experience serving as President of Phi Kappa Psi. I am
extremely proud of what we have accomplished, and I am equally thrilled over the
continued exceptionalism we will pursue in the future. In one of my first articles
for The Shield, I emphasized how vital it is for Phi Kappa Psi to be a truly A-level
organization. Recently, I discussed the Fraternity’s 3P/2E model, which serves as the
basis for how we approach all of our efforts and initiatives. By continuing to cultivate
exceptional leadership and expecting great things for our Fraternity, I am convinced we
are well on our way.
Having invested a large portion of the past 30 years to bettering Phi Kappa Psi, my last
thought is to share how humbled and honored I have been. Few things are ever perfect,
but I certainly hope that any shortcomings were not due to a lack of passion, belief and
dedication to wanting our Fraternity to be the very best.
Your Brother,
James D. Boyle (Washington ’88)

Send pictures, story concepts to:
Email: shield@phikappapsi.com
Mail: The Shield
5395 Emerson Way
Indianapolis, IN 46226
Call:
(317) 632-1852 | (800) 486-1852
or ask for the Editor of The Shield
Send address changes to:
Email: update@phikappapsi.com
You may also contact The Shield using the
above information. Your update may not occur
immediately.
Send notices of deaths to:
Mail: Phi Kappa Psi Fraternity
ATTN: Chapter Eternal
Email: membership@phikappapsi.com
Call:
(317) 632-1852 | (800) 486-1852
Executive Council
President
James D. Boyle, jboyle@nevadafirm.com
Vice President
Shannon E. Price, pricelaw@msn.com
Treasurer
Mike Flechas, mike@flechasrealestate.com

National President of Phi Kappa Psi
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Secretary
David Moyer, davidmoyerlaw@gmail.com

We are strive to ensure that every decision of the Executive Council,
the undertakings made by Fraternity staff, and deliverables to our
undergraduates and alumni leadership fit into the 3P / 2E model.
This acronym reflects:
Philosophy – What the Fraternity stands for and what defines its core
beliefs.
Policy – How the key terms in philosophy are reduced to defined
concepts. In other words, what they mean to us.
Procedure – How the Fraternity implements and drives execution
of its policy statements and measures success, standards and
objectives.
Education – What methods and programs the Fraternity uses to
provide members with the skills to achieve the procedures and reflect
the Fraternity’s policies.
Enforcement – How the Fraternity incentivizes positive compliance
with its policies and procedures and addresses non-compliance or
challenged chapters and members.
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District Archons
District I
Austin Shission, austin.shission.pkp@gmail.com
District II
Hunter Music, hmusic@ashland.edu
District III
Garrett Himstedt, ghimstedt.d3@gmail.com
District IV
Drake Broussard, djbroussard288@yahoo.com
District V
Robin Bajpai, robinphipsi@gmail.com
District VI
Luis Gonzalez Medina, luisag4@uci.edu
Copyright © 2018 Phi Kappa Psi Fraternity, Inc.
All rights reserved.
The Shield of Phi Kappa Psi (ISSN 0199-1280) was
established in 1879 and is published quarterly under the
authority and direction of the Executive Council of the
Phi Kappa Psi Fraternity, Inc.
Subscription price is $3 per year. Periodicals postage
paid at Indianapolis, IN and additional mailing offices.
Postmaster: Send address changes to The Shield of Phi
Kappa Psi, 5395 Emerson Way, Indianapolis, IN 46226.
Printed in USA.
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Staff Directory
Phi Kappa Psi Fraternity is governed by elected and appointed officers who serve as volunteers. The Fraternity’s
daily affairs are administered by its professional staff. The Phi Kappa Psi Foundation, The Permanent Fund of the
Phi Kappa Psi Fraternity and The Canonsburg Corporation are each administered by a board of volunteer trustees.

Fraternity Staff
Executive Director
Mark Guidi

Permanent Fund Trustees
mag@phikappapsi.com

Chief Operating Officer
Ron Ransom

rkr@phikappapsi.com

Chief Financial Officer
Amanda Baldwin

alb@phikappapsi.com

Project Manager
Nathan Whisman

naw@phikappapsi.com

Directory of Technology
Ben Teague

bmt@phikappapsi.com

Executive Administrator
Kathy Skrief

kes@phikappapsi.com

Event Manager
Kate Planow

kmp@phikappapsi.com

Paul Oblon

consults@ais.net

Richard Starr

starrnet@prodigy.net

Smitty Harrison

smitty@scwind.com

Canonsburg Corporation
John Henebry Jr.

john@pacificinspectionsinc.com

Robert M. Kort

bkort@kortbuilders.com

Brand Newland

randnewland@gmail.com

Wynn “Wheels” H. Wiegand

Twheels33@aol.com

Steve Gundersen

Steve.Gundersen@tallsalt.com

Ben Lamson

ben@bluestarsocal.com

Steven E. Nieslawski

snieslawski@cdw.com

Senior Director of Alumni Engagement & Housing
Rob Nagel

rsn@phikappapsi.com

Director of Advisory Teams
Jared Bills

jmb@phikappapsi.com

Archivist
Timothy Tangen

tnt@phikappapsi.com

Foundation Staff

Senior Director of Member Development
Kyle Hickman

kah@phikappapsi.com

Chief Executive Officer
Benjamin S.M. Nicol

bsn@pkpfoundation.org

jem@phikappapsi.com

Chief Advancement Officer
Drew M. Thawley

dmt@pkpfoundation.org

ark@phikappapsi.com

Director of Advancement Services
Patrick D. Griffith

pdg@pkpfoundation.org

ajk@phikappapsi.com

Senior Director of Development
Lee G. Fuller

lgf@pkpfoundation.org

jpd@phikappapsi.com

Executive Assistant
Jill E. Brown

jeb@pkpfoundation.org

btk@phikappapsi.com

Senior Director of Development
Adam G. Morgan

agm@pkpfoundation.org

Associate Director of Development
Nicholas S. Dorsey

nsd@pkpfoundation.org

Associate Director of Development
Phil J. Mikos

pjm@pkpfoundation.org

Director of Communications & Direct Response
Deana K. Kaplan

dkk@pkpfoundation.org

Managing Director, Nelson Leadership Institute
Zack T. Longwell

ztl@nelsonleadershipinstitute.org

Scholarship & Fellowship Coordinator
Cara E. Augspurger

cea@pkpfoundation.org

Donor Relations Coordinator
Nick T. Dascoli

ntd@pkpfoundation.org

Advancement Services Coordinator
Gloria M. Caruana

gmc@pkpfoundation.org

Associate Director of Member Development
James McLendon
Director of Health & Wellness
Andrea Kleekamp
Health & Wellness Consultant
Drew Kerwood
Senior Director of Chapter Operations
James D’Imperio
Director of Chapter Services and Standards
Brian Kochheiser
Associate Director of Standards
Brandon Ball
Alex Vickery-Holland
Benjamin Sigler
Director of Expansion
Zach Herge

bab@phikappapsi.com
ajv@phikappapsi.com
bds@phikappapsi.com
zmh@phikappapsi.com

Expansion Consultants
Jonathan Pickett
Emil Ihnat
Chapter Services Consultants
Richard Racette
Curtis Orona
Taylor Church
Thomas Djerf

John J. Ziegelmeyer Jr.

johnz@penningtonco.com

Robert S. Nagel

rsn@phikappapsi.com

David Moyer

davidmoyerlaw@gmail.com

Director of Communications
Beth Headrick

bkh@phikappapsi.com

Marketing Communications Manager
Ben Ely

Director of Events & Facility Services
Inga S. Irbe

isi@pkpfoundation.org

bge@phikappapsi.com

Marketing Communications Manager
Mary Welch

Controller
Jake L. Koenig

jlk@pkpfoundation.org

maw@phikappapsi.com

Creative Design Manager
Beth Winchell

blw@phikappapsi.com
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NEWS FROM HQ

So long,
farewell

Outgoing Fraternity Consultants
reflect on their time at Headquarters

Orcel Kounga (Drexel ’13)
Orcel Kounga joined the Phi Kappa Psi
Headquarters staff on June 5, 2017, and has
spent the past year serving as an Expansion
Consultant. He intends to pursue his master’s
degree in a one-year, intensive higher education
program at the University of Pennsylvania. His
long-term goal is to work as a Dean of Students
and, eventually, a University President.
“What I enjoyed the most out of my time with Phi Psi is the various
professionals that I met during my travels at different institutions,”
Kounga said. “Getting exposed to other viewpoints and insights on
the work that we do as consultants was invaluable and has made me a
better future professional for my field.”

Operations James D’Imperio (Purdue ’07) for all the work that he put
in with the consultants. After staff departures by two directors earlier
in the year as the consultants were heading out to travel, Kounga
expressed comfort knowing that James was in their corner and
available to talk about anything he and the staff needed. As Kounga
puts it, “I saw the type of leader/boss I want to be (in D’Imperio).”
“All in all, I’m thankful for all of the chapters I was able to empower,
and I’ll cherish this experience forever.”

Stephen Gowdy (LSU ’12)
Stephen Gowdy joined the Phi Kappa Psi
Headquarters staff on June 6, 2016 and served
as an Expansion Consultant through Dec. 15,
2017. During his time on staff, Gowdy assisted
in the expansion efforts for Texas A&M, Texas
Tech, James Madison University and University
of Missouri. These efforts had him exploring
new places with fellow Consultants, a perk
Gowdy says he will always remember.

In reflecting on his fondest moments as a consultant, Kounga said his
favorite moment was the first time he arrived on staff and met with the
other consultants. As he describes it, “It was my first few interactions
with staff that I knew this was not going to be just another job. The
mix of a professional, social, and positive atmosphere is something
that made working here worthwhile.“
Kounga would like to recognize Senior Director of Chapter

SUMMER 2018

“My favorite part about being a Consultant was getting to meet Phi
Psis from all corners of the country,” he said. “I was able to make
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great friends with people I would have never had the chance to meet,
everyone from coworkers to undergrads.”

the chapter was approved by the Executive Council to receive their
charter in November 2017.

Gowdy credits Patrick Griffith (Wabash ’07) and Nathan Whisman
(Wabash ‘10) for influencing his decision to apply to be an Expansion
Consultant and for providing advice to help him be successful.

“Being able to attend their initiation was the best moment in all of
my time as a Phi Psi. To reward these men with brotherhood gave my
work meaning and reminded me why I took this job in the first place.
West Virginia Alpha has become a model chapter for their institution,
for expansions, and for Phi Kappa Psi, and I’m extremely proud to
have my name tied to their history.”

“Patrick and Nathan were both my Consultants when I was an
undergrad at LSU,” Gowdy said. “I want to thank them for all that
they did to help me while I was working for the Fraternity. They
definitely made me a stronger professional.”
Gowdy’s time as a Consultant was cut short when he departed for a
job as a recruiter with Rekruiters, a national firm specializing in the
placement of professionals seeking employment in I.T., engineering,
business and finance in the oil and gas industries, healthcare and
software. He is based in Houston, Texas.
“Returning to my roots and surrounding myself with warmth and
humidity has been a welcomed change,” he said. “But, I miss the
friendly, welcoming, and genuine faces who each did their part to
make my time at Phi Psi so much fun.”

Marc Munoz (Cal Poly ’12)
Marc Munoz joined the Fraternity Headquarters
Staff on June 17, 2016 and has spent the past
two years serving as an Expansion Consultant.
Munoz intends to return home to Los Angeles,
where he’ll prepare to be recruited into the Air
Force National Guard while working as a parttime Executive Assistant for a small window
manufacturing company.
“What I enjoyed about working on staff was the chance to bring
deserving men into the Fraternity that most other organizations
wouldn’t have given a chance,” Munoz said. “Along with that was
the chance to help develop these recruits into high-functioning
individuals that would as a group learn to manage and self-govern.”

Beau Dismukes (Oklahoma ’14)
Beau Dismukes joined the Fraternity staff on
June 5, 2017, and has spent the past year serving
as an Expansion Consultant. He plans to attend
law school at Oklahoma City University and is
interested in studying Constitutional or Oil and
Gas Law.
When reflecting on his tenure at HQ, Dismukes
expressed a liking for the various campuses he
visited and having the opportunity to interact with the plethora of
traditions each university has retained. “(Working at Phi Kappa Psi)
has allowed me the chance to meet hundreds of exceptional people on
campuses I never thought I would have visited otherwise.”
Dismukes recalls the excitement of joining the staff initially and
considers it to be his favorite moment. “The best memories I have of
this job are from the summer. Really, it’s because of all the excitement
that came with starting my first job and moving to a new city.
Everyone on staff was very inviting and the consultants had a lot of
time to explore Indianapolis and its surrounding attractions. It was an
easy transition for me and a time that I am truly thankful for.”

Jose Rosas (UC Riverside ’14)
Jose Rosas joined the Fraternity staff on
June 5, 2017, and has spent the past year serving
as a Chapter Services Consultant. He plans to
move to Torrence, California and work for a law
firm in Los Angeles before applying to law school
in 2019.

Munoz continues to explain that the skills he has passed along in his
work as a consultant are the foundational skills that have gotten him
this far in life, and his hope is that it’ll do the same in developing the
professional careers of the undergraduates he’s worked with.
Taking a look back at some his favorite moments working with Phi
Kappa Psi, Munoz referenced the West Virginia Alpha re-chartering
as easily his favorite moment. “The WVU expansion was my first
assignment, and it was very daunting coming from a widely unknown
chapter in California to restart one of our most historic chapters.”
He notes that after long and grueling days of working with the men
of West Virginia Alpha, he promised them that if they understood
expectations and executed accordingly, they would earn their charter
within a year. Six months after departing Morgantown, West Virginia,
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Taking a look back on the time spent at
Headquarters, Rosas most enjoyed the cultural
experience of his work as a Consultant and the diverse groups of people
he interacted with. “What I enjoyed the most from this job is meeting
all the different types of people and getting to know Midwestern
culture,” Rosas said. “I’ve probably said this more times than I can
count, but the Midwest is very different than the West Coast and I’ve
come to appreciate the different cultures of every region.”
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In attempting to narrow down his experiences and cite a particular
moment that stood out to him as his favorite, Rosas appreciated most
his time spent working to help Indiana Beta recolonize. “It was really
rewarding being able to introduce Phi Psi and our core values to
college students.”
In leaving future consultants and all members of the Fraternity with
some words of wisdom, Rosas quotes the late Steve Jobs by saying,
“Your work is going to fill a large part of your life, and the only way
to be satisfied is to do what you believe is great work.” He also added,
“There are never enough podcasts.”

Fisher reflected on his time at Headquarters with great fondness,
expressing pride and excitement for having been part of three
chartering ceremonies and anticipating two more.
“The past year as a Chapter Services Consultant has been very
rewarding. I’ve enjoyed working as a part of the team, managing
the chapter and colonies of Phi Kappa Psi. Thank you for the
opportunities for growth and development that the staff, advisors, and
alumni have all provided me. I wish the Fraternity and all its family
the best.”

Kevin Gong (Cal Poly ’13)
Kevin Gong joined the Fraternity staff on
June 17, 2016, and has spent the past two years
serving as a Chapter Services Consultant. He
plans to move to the Northeast and pursue
opportunities in Management Consulting.
Additionally, he hopes to eventually take a trip
to Ireland or Scotland.

ONE
MORE
THING

“The thing that I found most enjoyable about
working with Phi Psi was that it gave me the opportunity to meet so
many interesting, driven individuals and learn about how Phi Psi has
helped them develop as men across many different capacities,” Gong
said. “Whether it was leadership, service, or even networking, Phi Psi
has been able to help so many communities across the country.”
Gong recalls that the most enjoyable aspect was knowing that he’d
been able to be at least a small part of challenging individuals to
become better leaders and men for the communities they serve.
“If there is one thing that I could tell undergraduates, it would be that
there is always going to be some way to make your Fraternity better
than it currently is. Do you want to be remembered as the guys who
just enjoyed the benefits of the men who came before you or do you
want to be the men who made things better for those who will come
after you?”

Sam Fisher (Valparaiso ’15)
Sam Fisher joined the Fraternity staff on June
5, 2017, and has spent the past year serving as a
Chapter Services Consultant. He will continue
to serve the Fraternity as the Donor Relations
Coordinator for the Endowment Fund of Phi
Kappa Psi and Lead Intern for the Nelson
Leadership Institute.
“I am excited to be a part of the small changes
within an undergraduate’s everyday life that will have the most impact
and will give them the opportunity to achieve success,” Fisher said.

SUMMER 2018

At each Grand Arch Council (GAC), the Fraternity
participates in a philanthropic activity to demonstrate
our commitment to The Great Joy of Serving Others. This
year, we are asking attendees to pack “One More Thing”
as they head to GAC.
We will be supporting two local elementary schools
providing needed school supplies and raising money for
digital copiers. There will be donation bins on-site for all
supplies, as well as ways to give financially. Financial
contributions will be divided evenly between the two
schools for their copier requests.
Some of the supplies needed are:
▸

8.5 x 11 white
copier paper

▸

Highlighters

▸

▸

Colored pencils

No. 2 pencils

▸

▸

Crayons

Dry-erase markers

▸

▸

Crayola markers

Composition
notebooks

▸

Jump (thumb) drives

Visit www.PhiKappaPsi.com for more details.
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NEWS FROM HQ

Breaking the Cycle of Poverty
With a new philanthropy focus, members are encouraged to build stronger communities
In 1852, William Henry Letterman and Charles
Page Thomas Moore started Phi Kappa Psi
Fraternity with the concept of providing service to
those who are less fortunate.
Phi Kappa Psi’s mission is The Great Joy of Serving Others. Since 2009,
the Fraternity has enjoyed a productive and meaningful partnership
with the Boys & Girls Club of America (BCGA). We are very proud
of the impact that our members and chapters have had in the lives of
so many young people in their local communities. Likewise, we are
grateful for the partnership we have shared with BGCA.
As we evaluate the impact we aspire to make in our communities,
the Fraternity believes a dedicated and collective focus on addressing
poverty issues is the best approach to live our founding principles and
serve those around us.

between them.” As a result, Phi Kappa Psi seeks to find creative
ways to address these issues alongside local agencies. It requires
comprehensive advocacy efforts, hands-on service, and generous
philanthropic fundraising to promote well-being and expand
resources. This expansion of focus provides our members with the
autonomy to create meaningful community partnerships.
Poverty can be addressed in many ways, including enhancing
community knowledge and efficacy, improving economic inclusion,
promoting environmental justice, increasing food access and
sovereignty, expanding land use and mobility, engaging parents in
education, providing quality housing, advocating for justice reform,
and organizing youth for equity in schools. We recognize we are not
going to end poverty overnight. However, we can begin to identify the
core issues in our local communities and collaboratively assist in the
effort to break the cycle of poverty.
There are a variety of national organizations that could be explored
for partnership, which are widely available to all of our members:

The Shift in Focus
In February, the Executive Council (EC) approved a flexible direction
for the Fraternity in the realm of service and philanthropy. This
will not preclude chapters and Alumni Associations from working
with their local BGCA as our previous partnership allowed. In fact,
we encourage our members to maintain those existing relationships
because we view them to be beneficial to all parties.

▸ Big Brothers/Big Sisters of America

Under the direction of the EC, the Fraternity’s staff has been
working with the Service & Philanthropy Task Force to review the
organization’s approach to service and philanthropy. When the EC
built the 2020 vision, the goal was to ensure our collective efforts
in service and philanthropy were measurable and impactful in our
communities. This includes re-evaluating our current approach,
enhancing messaging and resources for students, and ultimately, reemphasizing Phi Psi’s commitment to The Great Joy of Serving Others.

▸ The Hunger Project

Last year, the Task Force began collecting data from chapters on their
service and philanthropic efforts. Using this initial data as a starting
point, the Task Force then conducted industry research to discover
new models, learn more about what matters to our undergraduate
members, and solicit direct feedback at the Regional Officer Training
programs. That information sparked the discussion with the EC.

▸ The United Way

Methods to Address Poverty
As we embark on this new initiative, it’s important to acknowledge
poverty is a complex topic. According to the United Way, “Poverty
is closely tied to education and health, as well as income, and
can worsen circumstances that are already difficult. Changing
outcomes in any of these areas will require thoughtful planning
and implementation that recognizes and addresses the connections

10

▸ The Borgen Project
▸ Boys & Girls Club of America
▸ Coalition on Human Needs
▸ EoS Foundation
▸ Meals on Wheels
▸ National 4-H Council
▸ OxFam America
▸ Prevent Child Abuse America
▸ UNICEF
▸ YMCA
▸ Local after-school or reading programs
▸ Local food pantries
This list is merely a starting point. The best approach is to research
the issues most affecting your local community and then to determine
how you would like to make a positive impact.
Look for a full guidebook and resource list to be distributed to
chapters, colonies and Alumni Associations before the Fall 2018 term.
For questions or more information, please contact Senior Director of
Member Development, Kyle Hickman at kah@phikappapsi.com.
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$10 MONTHLY



$25 MONTHLY



$100 MONTHLY



GIVING LEVELS

All donors will be recognized online and
will receive the thank-you gifts listed below.
TM

The Phi Psi Loyalty Fund supplements
undergraduate programming and donations
can be made monthly or annually at varying
levels — starting at an easy $5 per month.
Please consider supporting the future of Phi
Kappa Psi.
CONTRIBUTE TODAY!
www.PhiKappaPsi.com/alumni/loyalty-fund/
Please note: Phi Kappa Psi is a 501(c)(7) organization. The gifts are not tax-deductible.

AMICI – $5 Monthly: A LΦΨALTY Fund Donor Ribbon at GAC
and a copy of the Centennial History of Phi Psi.
LIVE EVER DIE NEVER – $10 MONTHLY: A LΦΨALTY Fund
Donor Ribbon at GAC, a copy of the Centennial History of Phi
Psi and a branded tumbler.
OUR STRONG BAND – $25 MONTHLY: A LΦΨALTY Fund
Donor Ribbon at GAC, a copy of the Centennial History of Phi
Kappa Psi, a branded tumbler and a branded tie.
LEGACY – $50 MONTHLY: A LΦΨALTY Fund Donor Ribbon
at GAC, a copy of the Centennial History of Phi Kappa Psi, a
branded tumbler, a branded tie, a $50 discount on your GAC
registration, and a branded golf shirt.
ASSOCIATION OF HONOR – $100 MONTHLY: In addition to
the gifts all other levels receive, you will be sent a branded
pin as recognition for the generous gift you have given to
your brothers.

Hazing Prevention

#NHPW

Phi Kappa Psi considers partnership integral to health and wellness
In what has become one of the most critical aspects of Phi Kappa Psi’s focus
moving forward, the Fraternity continues to make positive strides in combatting
hazing, not just in our chapters, but across all of Greek life.
Hazing has proven to be the single most toxic occurrence in fraternities, and efforts must continue to educate
members on its lasting negative impact. That is why, for the third-consecutive year, Phi Kappa Psi will partner
with HazingPrevention.orgTM for National Hazing Prevention WeekTM (NHPW).

HazingPrevention.orgTM is a nonprofit organization empowering people to prevent hazing. Their goal is to
educate, advocate and engage the community in hazing prevention. Three of their major initiatives include
NHPW, HazingPrevention.org Institute and Academy,TM and Prevent.Zone,TM which provides educational
online courses that touch the lives of thousands of individuals, organizations, campuses and
committees.

HAZING

Originating in 2007, HazingPrevention.orgTM founder Tracy Maxwell was committed to
turning the conversation away from how to punish those who are guilty of hazing and
instead focus on how to prevent it from happening at all. The organization’s mission was
expanded to include providing education to groups as young as middle school, aiming to
address the critical issues early and continue the education process through high school,
college and even the military.

#PhiPsiNHPW

Hazing, as defined by the organization’s website, is any action taken or any situation created
intentionally that causes embarrassment, harassment or ridicule and risks emotional and/or
physical harm to members of a group or team, whether new or not, regardless of the person’s
willingness to participate. The parameters of hazing are expanded to recognize that willingness
to participate does not absolve responsibility for either party and that while it is often conducted
to create unity, it is counterproductive and produces the opposite result in its attempts.
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The Member Development department at Phi Kappa Psi has identified NHPW as an important campaign in
member education and health and wellness. Always slated for the last week in September, NHPW will take
place Sept. 24-28, 2018. The week is an opportunity for campuses, schools, communities, organizations and
individuals to raise awareness about the problem of hazing, educate others, and promote prevention.
Chapters are encouraged to organize activities around this national awareness week as a way to bring
awareness to the problem of hazing. Our hope is that as you and your chapter brothers work to embrace an
adamant anti-hazing stance, you’ll create a lasting legacy for years to come that will allow new members to
carry on the positive direction of the chapter. Examples of potential activities for NHPW are as follows:
▸ Schedule a table event on campus to help educate your community.
▸ Bring up and have a discussion at a chapter meeting about the dangers of hazing.
▸ Reserve or allot space on campus to watch a film or documentary about hazing.
▸ Invite a speaker to your campus to educate the community.
▸ Take photos and upload them to social media to show your support.
We are also receptive to new ideas for participation in the event. Documenting your involvement is highly
encouraged, and you can share your photos and videos on social media by using the hashtags #PhiPsiNHPW
and #NHPW. For information on NHPW, visit www.HazingPrevention.org for access to resources,
information, statistics and more.
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UNITED
By Brotherhood
Kent State University Colony re-charters as Ohio Kappa

Dating back to May 17, 1971, Phi Kappa Psi
opened its then 78th chapter, as Ohio Kappa
chartered on the campus of Kent State University
with 20 members.
The installation of the chapter was the culmination of a three-year
effort, which began in the winter of 1968 when members of the
Executive Council responded to an invitation from the University’s
Interfraternity Council.

Chapter Vice President Jay Kanapesky (left) and Chapter President
Andrew Oltmanns (right)
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Nearly 47 years later, the chapter has risen once again. On March 3,
2018, undergraduate and alumni members gathered at the United
Methodist Church of Kent, Ohio where 34 brothers were initiated
into the newly chartered Ohio Kappa chapter. The efforts that
began in the fall of 2015 have paved the way for this exhilarant
moment as brothers were joined in celebration of the former
colony’s multi-year achievements.
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Bill Owens (Miami ’77) and his son and
Chapter Treasurer Sam Owens

Chapter President Andrew Oltmanns

During the original chartering in 1971, several gifts were given to the
chapter for the monumental event. Among them, the chapter Bible
was presented by the Executive Council. The only remaining artifact
from the original chapter, the same Bible was used during the 2018
festivities to conduct the initiation.
Ohio Kappa’s return is a demonstration of the resiliency and
perseverance by the chapter throughout its history. With its origins,
many wondered if the 1970 colony would actually make it to
chartering, based on tragedy that struck Kent State University. A dark
page in history, student groups were protesting the United States’
bombing of Cambodia on May 4, 1970. During the protest, the
Ohio National guard fired shots. The tragedy resulted in four deaths,
leading to the university dismissing classes a month earlier than most
campuses.
Despite the circumstances and the difficulty it presented in recruiting
efforts, the chapter worked hard to overcome the sadness that had
befallen their community. Through learning experiences at the
Grand Arch Council and Educational Leadership Conference, the
colony mapped out plans for the coming year and generated success.
Through community service and philanthropic events, Ohio Kappa
earned its fraternity status by a unanimous vote on May 13, 1971.

Chapter brothers and guests celebrated the
Ohio Kappa re-chartering in March.

not built single handedly, but growing up around Phi Psi’s my whole
life made me realize that this Fraternity needed to be on campus.”
Kepple is one of two legacies in the new chapter. Bill Owens
(Miami ’77) supported his son Samuel who is now a member of Ohio
Kappa.
“Thank you all for making such an impact on the Kent boys at their
activation and chartering ceremonies,” Owens said. “I think every
alum needs to be a part of the experience (of re-chartering) at some
point post-graduation. It was an awesome experience that was not
only very moving for me personally, but was a powerful reminder of
why alumni support is so important to our Fraternity as a whole.”
The legacies of Kent State are a reminder of the core elements that
make the Fraternity so great; brotherhood and family. It is that same
sense of brotherhood that made the return to campus possible after
nearly five decades. The members of Ohio Kappa have earned their
right to exist as a chapter of Phi Kappa Psi, and to that, we salute
you. Amici.

The same tenacity and moxie demonstrated by the original class lives
on in Ohio Kappa, as the 2018 class has persevered in their own right
to achieve fraternity status. Bryce Kepple, a senior at Kent State and a
legacy of Phi Kappa Psi, was the first to initially contact the Fraternity
regarding a potential re-chartering effort at the university.
“When you step on campus as a freshman, you have options to get
involved in campus organizations and Greek life,” Kepple said. “I got
involved, but I didn’t feel a connection to any of the fraternities on
campus, and I knew that something was missing. Brotherhoods are

SUMMER 2018

Cameron Croghan (left), along with several guests, alumni and
undergraduate members attended the re-chartering.
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Phi Kappa Psi Fraternity

ANNUAL REPORT
Fiscal Year 2016–2017

Phi Kappa Psi’s transformational efforts have continued with a
focus on member development, chapter services and alumni
involvement. Working tirelessly to ensure the Fraternity remains
relevant to our host institutions and an added value to all members,
the Executive Council and Phi Kappa Psi Headquarters staff took
extraordinary steps to ensure a positive future.
This report reflects where the Fraternity was as of May 2017. However, because some
available data is more current, it is being included in this report. Moving forward and
to coincide with our financial audit reporting, annual reports will be included in the
Winter issue of The Shield.

As the evolution of Greek life continues, host institutions and Greek-letter
organizations must collaborate and work toward the same goals. Doing so not
only enhances overall experiences for undergraduates, but also leads to more
opportunities for Phi Kappa Psi to shine.
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CHAPTERS AND COLONIES
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As part of its 2020 plan, Phi Kappa Psi is targeting 115 active groups
(chapters and colonies) in the next two years.

As the Fraternity completed the second year of its 2020 plan, the
Headquarters staff made great strides by offering new programs and
continuing to provide other services to keep the Fraternity competitive.
Headcount at the end of FY 2016-17 for undergraduate members
was 6,285 and the total number of chapters and colonies was 104,
an increase of four over the previous year. The Member Development
team increased in-person training efforts with 980 members receiving
training. They surpassed expectations and have proven that within
year two of their three-year comprehensive
980 members programming strategy, they are on track to
meet their goal of offering live opportunities
received
to 20% of undergraduate members by
in-person
2020. Working to reduce risk and through
training.
the development of corrective action plans,
the Standards team has stepped in to help
chapters who have strayed from the Fraternity’s Creed and values.
By offering ongoing support and guidance to active chapters, the
Chapter Services Team remains a driving force in strengthening
operations. Using clearly defined Chapter Accreditation Standards, our
undergraduate members are given a step-by-step guide to improve
operations, which leads to stronger operations and a sense of
accomplishment for chapter officers. Meanwhile, the Fraternity’s growth
and expansion strategies are on pace with 6,488 active members as
of the publication of this report. This reflects a growth rate of about 3%
year over year. While below our target of 5%, the growth was achieved
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Chapter Advisory
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As of May 2017, 75% of our Chapters
have three-or-more person advisory
teams, with a big jump to 95% for YTD
2017-2018.

despite the loss of six chapters equating to about 450 actives in the fall
term. While our growth continues, risk management at the chapter level
must be reinforced. That, combined with the recruitment of more men of
character and setting the stage for new chapters to be opened, is having
a positive influence on the strength of our organization.
Alumni involvement also has increased with members joining the
Phi Psi Family and many chapters moving to a three to five-person
Chapter Advisory team where each person focuses on a different area
of advising. This industry best-practice approach not only splits the
workload among volunteers, but also offers increased opportunities for
more alumni participation. To get involved and join our efforts, visit
www.PhiKappaPsi.com.

Services and Support
Chapter Services and Support
The Fraternity employed six Chapter Services Consultants to work
with active chapters by providing positive guidance to ensure their
success moving forward. One Consultant served in a senior role, acting
as support for the rest of the team and carrying more administrative
responsibilities in addition to his own work load.
Along with the work Chapter Consultants do every day to support active
chapters, they also assist with chapter risk management. Every active
chapter receives at least one visit per term while others may receive
more, based on need.
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Risk Management
FY 2016-2017 saw 13 chapters receive sanctions while 10 were
charged for behaviors that run contradictory to the Fraternity’s Creed,
standards and values. However, by working with responsible alumni
and host institution leaders and showing a willingness to learn, these
chapters are now on a path to good standing.
Negative member conduct is taken seriously and reports of it are
always heavily investigated. In cases where a chapter is found guilty
of accusations, the Standards team will intervene and in conjunction
with the host institution and the chapter to correct the issues. This
could include a suspension of social events or recruitment, and in some
cases, the development of a chapter supervisory committee consisting
of key alumni. Chapter suspension is only used as a last resort.
During FY 2016-17, three chapters were closed at University of
Nebraska, Creighton University and University of Kentucky. Following the
conclusion of ongoing investigations and with recommendations from
each chapter’s respective host institution, these chapters were placed
on disciplinary action resulting from incidents of hazing, academic
infractions and other questionable behaviors. Despite these unfortunate
events, Phi Kappa Psi’s average return time is around 28 months.
As part of its 2020 plan, Phi Kappa Psi hopes to have 115 active groups
(chapters and colonies) in the next two years. Much of that will hinge not
only upon chapters who successfully operate by the standards set forth
by the National Headquarters, but also by the organization’s ability to
attract and retain volunteers who can provide undergraduates with the
best experiences possible.

Expansion
For every chapter closed in FY 2016-17, the Fraternity opened
more doors, doubling historical expansion rates.

page 17, it’s easy to note that the Fraternity has placed major emphasis
on expansion efforts, which are scheduled to continue through 2020.
While expansion is an ongoing goal for the Fraternity, these efforts could
not happen without the help of four Expansion Consultants who work
alongside new members to construct a successful re-chartering plan.
Under the Expansion Consultant model that was rolled out in 2015,
during a colony’s first month in existence, two Expansion Consultants
help with the petitioning process for the re-charter. Following that, each
new colony receives support from one full time Expansion Consultant for
a semester.

Alumni Engagement and Housing
In 2016, Phi Kappa Psi began recruiting and engaging alumni and
other volunteers to support chapters as part of an advisory team. Most
chapters and colonies before had only utilized one or two advisors, which
was less than optimal in helping undergraduates achieve the standards
required by host institutions. The current model involves at least three to
five advisors, each with a specific focus on chapter or colony operations.
Although many volunteers are alumni of Phi Kappa Psi, membership
in the organization is not required to advise a group. This new model
is helping not only chapters in their operations, but also advisors in
balancing their volunteer time with other obligations.
In addition, the Charm City (Baltimore, Maryland) Alumni Association was
formed Feb. 21, 2017. Associations such as this one help to carry the
fraternal bond beyond college while organizing alumni into a powerful and
effective network for undergraduate members to leverage.
During the Woodrow Wilson Leadership School (WWLS), the Advisory
Team Strategy Guide was released to volunteers. It is a resource that
was developed after reviewing University advisor guides and other similar
documents provided by our fraternity and sorority counterparts.

Phi Kappa Psi celebrated the beginning of seven expansion efforts
during FY 2016-17. Two new colonies were formed while five re-colonized
following chapter suspensions. Expansion efforts from FY 2016-17
include:
Fall 2016:
• Auburn University (Auburn, Alabama) – re-colonization of Alabama
Beta
• Virginia Tech (Blacksburg, Virginia) – re-colonization of Virginia Zeta
• West Virginia University (Morgantown, West Virginia) – recolonization of West Virginia Alpha
• Texas A&M (College Station, Texas) – new colony
Spring 2017:
• Denison University (Granville, Ohio) – new colony
• University of Missouri (Columbia, Missouri) – re-colonization of
Missouri Alpha
• Texas Tech (Lubbock, Texas) – re-colonization of Texas Beta
For the 2017-18 scholastic year, Gettysburg College, West Virginia
University, Kent State University and California State University
Northridge were re-chartered, and five new colonies also were started at
Arizona State University, Indiana University, James Madison University,
University of Nebraska and Towson University. From the graph on
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To further invest in the Fraternity’s future, the Alumni Engagement team
also re-launched The Loyalty Fund in FY 2016-17. Already, the Fund is
paying the Fraternity dividends by offsetting the
The Loyalty Fund
production cost of The Shield and helping to
has 60 donors
reduce the financial burden of undergraduate
and the total
members. Money raised by the Loyalty Fund goes
directly to the Fraternity’s operational account.
money raised is
With giving levels starting at $5 per month,
nearly $28,000
contributing is affordable and as a thank you,
in its first year.
donors receive Phi Psi-branded gifts. To date, the
Loyalty fund has 60 donors and the total money
raised is nearly $28,000 in its first year. To learn more and give, visit
www.PhiKappaPsi.com/phipsiloyaltyfund.

New Member Programming
2017 saw a tripling of in-person training opportunities over
historical averages.
A renewed focus on transforming Phi Kappa Psi into an industry-leading
fraternal organization ushered in FY 2016-2017. Showing members how
to add value to their campus communities through the development of
critical skills served as the foundation for the Member Development
team’s educational initiatives. Highlights included the launch of Ladder
of Risk and Social Strengths, along with the Fraternity’s participation in
National Suicide Prevention Week, Heart Health Month, Sexual Assault
Awareness Month, Mental Health Awareness Month, Movember,
Wellness Wednesdays on Snapchat, and the addition of Campus
Resource Guides. These programs are part of the Fraternity’s nationally
recognized and award-winning ELEVATE initiative, which seeks to provide
members with the knowledge and skills to identify and address concerns
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facing today’s college man. Throughout 2016-17, Chapter Services
Consultants delivered 91 in-person presentations on Ladder of Risk and
50 on Social Strengths during chapter visits.
Also premiering in 2016-17 were Regional Officer Trainings (ROTs).
Offered in eight locations throughout the country, the program was an
expansion of the Terrence G. Harper Presidents Leadership Academy
(PLA). Eight undergraduates and one advisor were invited to the
program from each chapter and were taught the necessary skills to
become effective leaders in their organizations. In its inaugural year,
574 undergraduate brothers participated. In FY 2017-18, ROT was
expanded to 11 locations and more than 850 undergraduates were
reached.
Ending the year was the biennial Woodrow Wilson Leadership School,
hosted at Butler University in June 2017. Through two separate
undergraduate tracks and one for alumni, the program focused on
students’ natural talents, strategies for stress management, meaningful
involvement in local communities, and creating a legacy statement.
The Fraternity will continue using CliftonStrengths® in New Member
Education to uncover every member’s key strengths.
These programs are possible because of support from The Phi Psi
Family, a network of member and non-member volunteers who support
Phi Kappa Psi initiatives through facilitating
The Phi Psi
programs, writing curriculum, serving as
Family has
advisors, participating in committees and
grown to more task forces, and providing feedback on critical
topics. Since the Phi Psi Family formed in
than 240
November 2016, the group has grown to more
members.
than 240 members. One example of how the
Phi Psi Family worked together to positively
influence undergraduate brothers was with the inaugural Professional
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Headquarters staff will continue developing more resources and
opportunities for growth to enhance the volunteer advisor experience.

Development Conference hosted in Chicago, Illinois in 2017. Through
intensive workshops, networking opportunities and one-on-one coaching
sessions, 138 attendees were paired with 24 coaches to sharpen their
professional skills and prepare for life after college. The Professional
Development Conference that prepares undergraduate members for life
after college also will again be offered in the fall in Dallas, Texas. More
information can be found on page 2, or by visiting www.PhiKappaPsi.com.

Combined, these efforts not only serve to provide value and purpose to
our undergraduate members, but also build and strengthen character
while reinforcing our commitment to working with host institutions.

The Team
The Executive Council is the governing body of the Fraternity during
intervals between the Grand Arch Councils. This 10-member board of
directors is governed by the Fraternity’s Constitution, Bylaws and Rules.
Also serving on the Executive Council are District Archons who are elected
for a two-year term. These six individuals are student members who help
to govern the Fraternity while setting it on a strong path forward.
The current organizational chart on pages 22–23 shows the staff by name
and title. The Fraternity has five vacancies. Two positions in the areas of,
Accounting and Expansion will be immediately filled. As a way of managing
current expenses, the Fraternity has chosen to delay backfilling the
Consultant positions in Chapter Services and Expansion until FY 2017-18.
The current staff headcount is 30.

Operations and Finance

Executive Council 
President
James D. Boyle (Washington, ’88)

District Archons 
District I
Austin Shission (Rhode Island, ’16)

Vice President
Shannon E. Price (Alabama, ’86)

District II
Hunter Music (Ashland, ’14)

Treasurer
Mike Flechas (Ole Miss, ’99)

District III
Garret Himstedt (Ball State ’16)

Secretary
David Moyer (Alabama, ’91)

District IV
Drake Broussard (UL Lafayette ’16)
District V
Robin Bajpai (Kansas ’17)
District VI
Luis Gonzalez Medina (UC Irvine ’16)

Expenses are broken down into three categories: Program &
Communications, Insurance and Management & General. From 201617 to 2017-18, there was a decrease in Program & Communications
expenses. This was primarily due to less time and effort spent on creation
and more being devoted to execution efforts. This also explains the
increase in Management & General expenses.
Insurance costs also rose from nearly $800,000 in 2016-17 to over
$1 million per year during 2017-18. This is a result of an increase in Phi
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Comparing revenue from the last two years, over 80% continues to come
from undergraduate fees. There was a jump in revenue from 2016-17 to
2017-18 due to the revenue associated with the Grand Arch Council (GAC).
A substantial increase in grant revenue was also noted. In 2016-17, the
grant income constituted only 2%, compared to 6% in 2017-18. Looking
ahead, grant income is expected to exceed 6%. This is because our
programs have been designed to yield higher grantable percentages. Staff
expertise in developing grant requests that align to what the Endowment
Fund can grant and also helped increase the percentage grantable.
In 2016-17, revenue was $4,861,710 and expenses were $5,894,693,
leaving a deficit of $1,032,983. In 2017-18, revenue was budgeted
at $4,813,683 and expenses were forecast at $4,806,692, leaving a
projected surplus of $6,991. While the 2017-18 figures are based on
budget projections and are not actuals, we are on track to meet or exceed
our surplus projection due to the aggressive management of expenditures.
This pattern of a couple years of deficits that return to break even and
then surplus is typical as one moves through the transformation cycle. We
are now entering our third year of transformation and it is projected we will
continue to stabilize at our new norm. As with any business, we expect
budgets will fluctuate year over year. However, with the large investment
now complete, we do not anticipate future deficits. Moving forward, both
revenue and expenses will be monitored with a goal of finding new sources
of growth.
Our biggest financial risk stems from potential drops in undergraduate
membership. The primary driver of this risk is the current negative
perceptions of Greek life on campuses and in communities across the
country. However, with risks also come opportunities, and the Fraternity’s
biggest opportunity lies within efforts to increase revenue from alumni
support. Through initiatives such as the Loyalty Fund, we can continue
fostering positive experiences for generations of members to come.
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Kappa Psi claims paid as well as an increase in claims paid by other
member fraternities. Many of these claims paid are directly linked to poor
choices made within some chapters. So the more we can do to manage
our behavior, the more we’re able to better manage this expense.

PHI KAPPA PSI FINANCIALS
As of 5/31/17
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2017-18
Insurance

Management
and General

2016-17 (last year actual)

2017-18 (this year budget)

Revenue

$4,861,710

$4,813,683

Expenses

$5,894,693

$4,806,692

Surplus/(Deficit)

($1,032,983)

$6,991
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Phi Kappa Psi Fraternity Organizational Chart
(as of June 1, 2018)

Executive
Mark

Chief Financial Officer

Chief Operating Officer

Amanda Baldwin

Ron Ransom

Director of Communications

Director of Technology

Senior Director
of Chapter Operations

Beth Headrick

Ben Teague

James D’Imperio

Marketing Communications
Manager

Project Manager

Director of Expansion

Mary Welch

Nathan Whisman

Zach Herge

Marketing Communications
Manager

Event Planner

Expansion Consultant

Associate Director
of Standards

Ben Ely

Kate Planow

Jonathan Pickett

Brandon Ball

Creative Design Manager

Staff Accountant

Expansion Consultant

Chapter Services
Consultant

Beth Winchell

VACANT

Emil Ihnat

Taylor Church

Expansion Consultant

Chapter Services
Consultant

VACANT

VACANT

Expansion Consultant
VACANT

MOST
INITIATES
BY ACTIVE
CHAPTER
22

2,600+
Kansas Alpha
Texas Alpha
Ohio Delta

2,400–2,599
Illinois Delta

Indiana Delta
West Virginia Alpha

2,200–2,399
Indiana Alpha
New York Alpha
Illinois Alpha
Iowa Alpha

2,000–2,199
New York Beta
Pennsylvania Beta

Mississippi Alpha
Washington Alpha

1,600–1,799
1,800–1,999
Ohio Beta
California Epsilon
Michigan Alpha
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Oregon Alpha
Pennsylvania Theta
Tennessee Delta
Minnesota Beta

Virginia Alpha
California Beta
Pennsylvania Epsilon
Pennsylvania Alpha
Pennsylvania Lambda
Pennsylvania Iota
Wisconsin Gamma
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Director
Guidi

Executive Assistant
Kathy Skrief

Senior Director
of Alumni Engagement

Senior Director
of Member Development

Rob Nagel

Kyle Hickman

Director of Standards/
Chapter Services

Director
of Advisory Teams

Associate Director
of Member Development

Brian Kochheiser

Jared Bills

James McLendon

Associate Director
of Standards

Associate Director
of Standards

Archivist

Director
of Health & Wellness

Alex Vickery-Holland

Ben Sigler

Timothy Tangen

Andrea Kleekamp

Chapter Services
Consultant

Chapter Services
Consultant

Health & Wellness
Consultant

Thomas Djerf

Curtis Orona

Drew Kerwood

Chapter Services
Consultant

Chapter Services
Consultant

VACANT

Richie Racette

1,400–1,599

1,200–1,399

1,000–1,999

Iowa Beta
Colorado Alpha
Ohio Epsilon
Pennsylvania Eta
Maryland Alpha
Oklahoma Alpha
Indiana Gamma

Indiana Epsilon
California Gamma
Ohio Eta
Texas Beta

Rhode Island Beta
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800–999
California Eta
Oregon Beta
Louisiana Alpha

Michigan Beta
Ohio Theta
Alabama Alpha
New York Eta

600–799
Pennsylvania Nu
California Kappa

Florida Alpha
California Lambda

Georgia Alpha
New Jersey Beta
New York Theta

400–599
New Jersey Delta
Tennessee Epsilon
Minnesota Gamma
Illinois Zeta
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The brothers of Cal Theta in 1990

Brothers sing Amici at the re-chartering of Cal Theta April 7.

Here Comes the SUN
Cal Theta brothers return to campus following a successful re-chartering
After a nearly 25-year absence on the campus of
California State University Northridge (CSUN),
the Cal Theta chapter is officially back and stronger
than ever.
On April 6-7 in Northridge, California, chapter alumni, members of
the Phi Kappa Psi Executive Council and headquarters staff celebrated
the transition from a colony to an active chapter as 44 undergraduate
brothers were initiated and received the original CSUN charter.
Cal Theta’s story began in 1967 at San Fernando Valley State
College with 30 initiated brothers taking the oath on June 17,
1967. Six years later, the College’s name was changed to CSUN.
From 1967 to 1995, the chapter initiated 365 men and experienced
significant achievements in academics and community service. In
1994, an earthquake with a magnitude of 6.7 caused $400 million in
damage. CSUN was the closest university to the epicenter on Reseda
Boulevard in Los Angeles. As the damage was assessed, many students
transferred to other colleges. In an instant, the chapter’s strong
standing was shattered. By the fall of 1995 as the University continued
working through the rubble, Phi Kappa Psi leaders made the difficult
decision to close the chapter. Even through the disappointment, the
brothers realized not even an earthquake could destroy their bond.
With an Internet connection and time to spare, Brother Gene Wilk
(CSUN ’90) developed a mailing list in 2010 that would be used to
send a modernized version of the Calvin Chronicles, which served as
the chapter’s newsletter back in the day. This newsletter kick-started

the re-chartering effort. Fast forward to 2015 when the Executive
Council voted to have Cal Theta re-chartered. Brothers Dan
Humfreville (CSUN ’75) and Mike Epler (CSUN ’80) served as colony
advisors who worked with new members to keep them encouraged,
engaged and excited. Leading the charge was former National
President John Ciccarelli (CSUN ’72), who with a vision and a promise
to ensure the Fraternity would be around for future generations, did
everything possible to resurrect his chapter.
“Phi Kappa Psi was founded upon The Great Joy of Serving Others, and
I had the privilege and pleasure of working alongside many amazing
people to make a difference in these young men’s lives,” Ciccarelli
said. “Many of them are first generation college students, so creating a
sense of family and community was very important.”
Once a group has colonized, members must petition to re-charter
and document steps to prove they are scholarly, involved in their
communities, well-known on campus and proactive in recruiting
strong men of character. Together with the help of colony advisors,
the CSUN brothers did this while learning valuable life lessons.
“Throughout the process, the men experienced many ups and
downs. But, every step they took made them more well-rounded and
able to recognize that everything they did led to their installation,”
Humfreville explained. “They were also taught the value of
community service and how it leads to personal growth.”
Keeping their eyes on the prize of becoming a full-fledged chapter
helped establish accountability with the new members as early

PHOTOS: Courtesy Dante Swain for Jove Duck Studios Burbank
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California Theta Chapter President Raymond Acevedo (left) and Faculty
Advisor Jose Abara (right)

as the re-chartering application process. Working with Chapter
Services Consultant Benjamin Sigler (Bowling Green ’14), the chapter’s
Immediate Past President Sirtaj Puri (CSUN ’16) organized and led the
application process.
“It required many months of documentation and communication
with Headquarters staff to show we had met every obligation,” Puri
said. “Combined with the expectations of being a college student, we
had long days, but when you go through so much and do all of the
work to see everything come together, you begin realizing your efforts
are leaving a legacy.”
Months after Puri graduated, the foundation he laid paved the way for
current Chapter President Raymond Acevedo (CSUN ’16) to add the
finishing touches. That included creating a program sheet, making a
collage for a presentation to the Executive Council, having ongoing
conversations with campus and community leaders and keeping his
brothers motivated.
“What stood out the most was the drive we all had to get things
done,” Acevedo said. “Each of us wanted to be initiated for so long,
which made the work we were doing meaningful. Now that we have
fulfilled the re-chartering requirements, I cannot wait to continue
establishing ourselves on campus.”
With goals of maintaining high GPAs, the offering of chapter
scholarships, and by continuing philanthropic endeavors with the
North Valley YMCA, the Alzheimer’s Association, Boys and Girls
Club, American Heart Association and the Los Angeles Marathon,
CSUN’s future as a chapter is looking bright. Welcome to the
brotherhood, and congratulations.
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250 members
and growing
Our Fraternity flourishes when we have a talented
group of volunteers working with our students. The
Phi Psi Family is an identity worth celebrating — it’s a
chance to tell the world you care about the future of
fraternities by becoming an active participant in our
member development initiatives.
Members of the Phi Psi Family are:
▸

Members OR non-members who are
enthusiastic about student growth

▸

Individuals with the skills and interest needed
to facilitate leadership programs

▸

Trained professionals who possess the ability
to write leadership curriculum

▸

Volunteers willing to provide advisor support
to our chapters and colonies

If you are interested, please submit an application at
www.PhiKappaPsi.com on the Phi Psi Family page.
You should expect a response to your application
within 3-5 business days. Phi Psi Family members
receive a number of exclusive member benefits.
If you have any questions about the Phi Psi Family,
contact Senior Director of Member Development,
Kyle Hickman, kah@phikappapsicom.
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Viva Las
NEWS FROM HQ

With the 79th Biennium of the Grand Arch Council (GAC) about a month
away, the glitz, glamour and allure of Las Vegas is buzzing! Topping the
GAC schedule are three days of Fraternity business meetings that Alumni
Association members and undergraduate chapter brothers alike should
not miss.

Kicking off the GAC on Wednesday night will be a President’s Reception
inside Red Rock Lanes where guests can munch on light appetizers,
mingle with fellow Phi Psis from across the country and even try their hand
at a game of bowling. The election of new officers, amendment votes and
Saturday’s final banquet and National Leadership Awards also add to
the excitement. But beyond the meetings, there’s plenty of fun to be had
throughout the city. Here are a few ideas:

Get Lost In Another Type of Archive
If books and history are of interest, Bauman Rare Books located inside the
Grand Canal Shoppes at The Venetian/The Palazzo is a must. Many firstedition books and documents grace the shelves, and customers can get a
taste of history by viewing an original copy of Mark Twain’s Huck Finn and
Beethoven’s Fifth Symphony.

Rise Above
Experience Las Vegas with breathtakingly beautiful sights from 1,149
feet in the air at the Stratosphere Tower on Las Vegas Boulevard. It is the
tallest, freestanding observation deck in the U.S. Along with a bird’s-eye
view, the Stratosphere features award-winning dining options, specialty
retailers, the Chapel in the Clouds, thrill rides and the SkyJump Las Vegas.

Dancing Waters
Opera, classical, pop and Broadway music meets interwoven water and
lights during the Bellagio Fountain Show every 30 minutes from 3 p.m.
to 8 p.m. Monday through Friday and every 15 minutes from 8 p.m. to
midnight. On Sundays, the show starts at 11 a.m. every 30 minutes until
7 p.m. and every 15 minutes until midnight. On Saturdays and holidays,
shows start at noon every 30 minutes and change to every 15 minutes
from 8 p.m. to midnight. This is one show not to be missed because no
two performances are the same.

Volcanic Eruptions
The front yard of the Mirage off Las Vegas Boulevard is booming with the
sights and sounds of fireballs, loud eruptions and a soundtrack by The
Grateful Dead’s Mickey Hart and Indian tabla sensation Zakir Hussain.
This free show blasts off at 7 and 8 p.m. Sunday to Friday and Saturdays
at 7, 8 and 9 p.m.

Be a High Roller
In Las Vegas, the thrills and views of the London Eye, Las Vegas Boulevard
and the Singapore Flyer keep turning at 550 feet high and 520 feet in
diameter. If a fear of heights is of little concern, the High Roller observation
wheel at the LINQ is another way to see the city. Taking approximately 30
minutes to spin, the wheel has 28 glass-enclosed cabins with broad views.
Each cabin holds up to 40 people, with benches and floor space. A family
four-pack of tickets costs $59.

Artistic Expression
Strategically located inside the Cosmopolitan of Las Vegas on the Strip are
Art ‘O’ Mat vending machines where customers can purchase everything from
jewelry, accessories and small paintings to commemorate time spent in Las
Vegas.

Hoover Dam
Bordering Nevada and Arizona 35 miles south of Las Vegas sits the Hoover
Dam. This impressive engineering masterpiece was constructed between
1931 and 1936 during the Great Depression and was dedicated on Sept.
30, 1935 by Franklin D. Roosevelt to kick start economic development in the
West. More than 100 years later, tours are still offered. Tickets cost $30 and
reservations are not required.

Take a hike
Become one with nature on 13 miles of scenic trails full of plants, wildlife and
geology along the one-way Red Rock Canyon National Conservation Area.
Indoor and outdoor exhibits and a gift shop also make the experience. Tours
can be taken on foot for $5 or by car for $15.

World-Class Circus Acts
Acrobats, clowns, daring acts and plenty of artistry come together for a
thrilling show complete with a midway theme at Circus Circus. Tight rope your
way on over as free shows begin daily at 11:30 a.m.

True Crime
With a mission of educating the public on the effects of organized crime within
American history, the Mob Museum offers a glimpse from vintage Las Vegas
to present day around the world. Four floors of interactive exhibits and actual
police artifacts tell the stories and provide a look at how law enforcement is
fighting back. Tickets start at $26.95 and can be purchased online.

Endless Entertainment
From star-studded concerts to magic shows, the entertainment options in Las
Vegas are plentiful. For a full list of options, go to visitlasvegas.com and key
in the GAC dates.
With so much to see and do in Las Vegas, there’s no reason to stay
home from the 79th Biennium of the GAC. See you July 11-15!

Silent

AUCTION

Bid T od ay . C ha nge To morrow.

BID FOR THE CHANCE TO TAKE HOME
EXCLUSIVE PACKAGES INCLUDING
GETAWAYS, MEALS, PHI PSI
MEMORABILIA AND MUCH MORE!
Proceeds benefit the Phi Psi Fund
which supports undergraduates
through leadership, scholarship and
educational housing grants.

Visit bit.ly/pkpsa2018 to create an account, browse the gallery and start bidding.
Online auction opens at the start of GAC and concludes during the Final Banquet, Saturday, July 14.
Presence is not required to win. For additional information and questions email silentauction@pkpfoundation.org.
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REFLECTIONS O
REFLECTIONS O
Greek advisors say with leadership and
collaboration, positive change is real
By Steve Veldkamp (Sigma Phi Epsilon) and Evan Ditty (Delta Sigma Phi)

There is so much to be gained if we get things right
in this moment in time.

It is time
to rise
to the
occasion.

Greek members, alumni, headquarters and campuses must capitalize
on this movement and work together to ensure a strong future for
fraternities and sororities. To flip the argument around, there is too
much at stake to get things wrong.
Puritan lawyer John Winthrop who led the Massachusetts Bay Colony,
said “The eyes of all people are upon us.” Never before in the fraternal
movement has this been more appropriate or true.
Greek life, and namely fraternities, have had tragedies and hardships as
they are part of an educational environment filled with trial, error and
learning. But, this moment feels different, and it should. Campuses,
trustees, state and federal legislators and families are not letting go of this
moment. Nor should they.
It is time to rise to the occasion.
The last few years have been the most difficult for all of us in Greek
Life. Families have suffered tremendous losses at the hands of a few
fraternities. But, these traumatic situations also highlight long-standing,
ingrained problems that we all have to address proactively and not just
relatively.
Consequently, campuses are now scrambling to implement changes.
Students are living with new rules they did not help create. Alumni are
wondering if they should invest or divest. Headquarters are wondering
which chapter they will close next. It is like that brother we think is
hilarious and we laugh with them — until the joke stops being funny, and
they are still laughing.
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OF OURSELVES
OF OURSELVES
Fraternity and sorority life must stop laughing and start leading.
No one needs to look further than the actions taken by The
Pennsylvania State University and other national campuses where
fraternity deaths occurred to see what seem to be knee jerk-reactions.
However, if you look deeper, and a search engine will tell you that
these are not spontaneous, knee-jerk reactions to a series of tragic
deaths. These are thought out initiatives that are now on track to
be implemented. In reality, most every campus with a fraternity and
sorority community has been engrossed in this conversation for
decades. This is a Zeitgeist: An intersection of opinions, incidents,
and unresolved issues in a period of time that is calling for change.
We must heed this call and adapt before these beloved American
inventions are dismantled and sent to the archives of our past.
In 2003, the Call for Values Congruence was created by a group of
university presidents, headquarter executive directors, and three
presidential associations to bring about massive and systematic change
due to rampant alcohol abuse, hazing and sexual assault. It was sent
to every college and university president as well as headquarters in
the country. It called for systematic change to create safer and better
fraternities and sororities.

Fraternity
and sorority
life must stop
laughing and
start leading.

Unfortunately, many of the recommendations in the document were
not taken seriously, leaving campuses and headquarters to make
improvements. Changes made were limited to single campuses and
individual headquarters. This time, things are different. This broader
conversation among college and university presidents, provosts, and
student affairs vice presidents means there is a flurry of high-level
meetings to discuss significant campus change. This moment is new.
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Why are campuses reacting differently? It is not just about fraternity
and sorority life anymore. Now it is about all of the other legal and
compliance-driven changes we have seen in athletics, government
protocol involvement in sexual assault, and yes, even good old
leadership. For example, Presidents Eric Barron at The Pennsylvania
State University; John Thrasher at Florida State University; and F.
King Alexander at Louisiana State University all took decisive action
and are still leading change.
Universities are responding to misconduct by fraternities with
moratoriums, complete shut-downs, deferred recruitment, limits
on social events with and without alcohol, increased oversight and
creation of new offices focusing on things such as compliance, which
are new trends at the intersection of higher education and fraternity
and sorority life. These solutions are being watched closely by every
other institution as they consider how to approach organizations in a
changing higher education landscape.

Students Are Living in A Drastic New Campus
and Greek Community

All of this is
causing no
one to know
exactly what
the rules are
anymore.

Students, especially chapter presidents and executive boards,
are caught in the middle of forces that are beyond their control.
Campuses have new expectations for prevention, intervention and
enforcement of student conduct policies. These expectations are
driven from a belief that cultures are driving poor decision making.
Campus level self-governance as we have known it is being limited
and/or suspended, or at best, being questioned.
All of this is causing no one to know exactly what the rules are
anymore.
However, this is where chapter level self-governance can be part of
the solution. Chapters who dig deep into their history and ritual will
find a pathway forward. Student leadership may be the saving grace
for fraternities and sororities. Students need to lead like their survival
depends on it — because it does.
As a student, you know exactly what we are dealing with and what the
chapter issues are in this survival game. So it is up to you to
talk about the problems and start brainstorming solutions,
just like the two founders of Phi Kappa Psi Fraternity did in
rural Pennsylvania. They not only took care of each other
during an epidemic of typhoid fever, they also decided to
help each other succeed in college and serve others. To learn
what college success looks like, work backwards. Determine
how the fraternity is going to enhance the member
experience to succeed in the classroom, land the career, but
more importantly, lead a great life.
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Fundamentally, colleges and universities are no longer going to be
able to allow fraternities to operate as unmanaged bars. So you have
a choice: Spend a ton of energy trying to use an old model or evolve.
Success cannot be the same formula of class and party, but rather
career, internship, class, service, philanthropy, as well as social skills,
fun and party. But, it has to be in this order and not the reverse. Or,
chapters need to vote and change their ritual to be that of a bar versus
an organization devoted to altruism, service, and friendship. From
our vantage point, many chapters are already there. They are figuring
out new ways to lead that flip the fraternity from an egocentric bar for
entertainment to an altruistic society that makes a positive difference.
According to the 2017-2018 Fraternity and Sorority Experience Survey
(FSES) data, 70% of fraternity men say their chapter experience
has positively impacted their commitment to serve their
community — but at the same time 35% are binge drinking once a
week, 30% are binge drinking twice, and 13% are binging three or
more times a week. Fraternity men are also calling out their brothers
and sharing that 16% of the chapter members are abusing alcohol and
11% are using drugs. Talk to most chapter presidents and they will
tell you that they are worried sick over trying to deal with or help a
handful of bothers that are out of control.
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Alumni Hold The Keys To Success
Alumni need to be engaged in chapters and for
more than an appearance at homecoming. The best
chapters have alumni at recruitment events, are
teaching sessions of their pledge programs, as well
as are involved in one-on-one alumni mentoring
and internship programs. A third of fraternity
men want more mentorship and career support.
There is a strong correlation with chapters with better
alumni involvement and less binge drinking.
Alumni also need to find a new way to support chapters.
Talk to any good chapter advisor who does more than sign
their name on approvals and you will start to
understand that the collegiate landscape has
changed. The size and complexity of most
78% of b
oth frat
Greek communities is bigger. But, the issues
er
and sor
ority me nity
that were there back in the day are still present.
mb
are bing
However, now they are more complex. The social scene is
e - drinkin ers
g
or more
dramatically different and takes up more time, is bigger,
times a one
week.
and the alcohol and drug culture on college campuses
are much more extreme. Try imagining parties that have
twice or three times the amount of students jammed into the
same size spaces. Then add a vodka culture along with prescription
drugs. Yes, this does not happen at every campus, but FSES data
states that over 78 percent of both fraternity and sorority members are
bingeing one or more times a week.
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Alumni need to
be engaged in
chapters and
for more than
an appearance
at homecoming.
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Alumni must be regularly involved in chapters to fully understand
what is happening within them. The best chapters have a consistent
alumni presence. However, one-third of chapter members say they
rarely or are never mentored by alumni. There is a strong correlation
with chapters that have better alumni involvement and less binge
drinking.
Parents and families need to trust fraternities again to do no harm.

Parents and
families
need to trust
fraternities
again to do
no harm .

If you’re Matthew Ellis’ parents, or Jim and Evelyn Piazza, there is
no way to imagine what it would take to trust fraternities again. As
the parent of a college freshman who recently joined a sorority, my
best guess is that it would be to guarantee to do no harm. Frankly,
that minimum standard would beat out any leadership, friendship or
service value.
Parents should become involved, even if they are not a fraternity or
sorority alumni member. There is no reason why a seat or two cannot
be reserved for parents on an alumni chapter advisory board, which
helps guide the fraternity. An outside voice may just be the person
who asks the “why” do we do it that way question that will save the
next life and in turn, save fraternity and sorority life. According to
the FSES data, one-third of chapters rarely or never receive mentoring
by parents. Fraternities were designed to be full of mentoring and not
independent islands.

Getting It Right This Time
We all need to do more to ensure a strong future for fraternity and
sorority life. Alumni need to stop living in a bubble and get out of
this mindset of, “I had to do it this way and so should they.”
Parents need to be more involved in their child’s chapter.
ers
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Collections of books discuss qualities of leaders and
leadership. A favorite quote of mine is by Dr. Laura Osteen,
Director of Social Change and Leadership at Florida State
University. Dr. O says, “Leadership is the moments in time where
people come together to create change for the common good.” This is
the moment for change. The moment that fraternity and sorority life
is going to thrive or die. This moment is why Phi Kappa Psi Founders
provided a road map for success in your ritual.
In their 2008 book titled “Understanding Philanthropy,” authors
Robert L. Payton and Michael P. Moody examine the ideologies of
Greek life in greater detail. “Fraternities and sororities are created to
teach the next generation of America’s youth how to practice Ancient
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Greek principles of Altruism, Euergetism and Meliorism. Euergetism
is of the good of the city and Meliorism assumes the capacity of human
compassion and cautious moral action to reduce suffering and improve
the quality of life through the collective and individual acts.” It is
embedded in the DNA of fraternities and sororities to be a brotherhood
and sisterhood, to not only understand personal privilege, but to have
the wisdom to lead and give altruistically. Fraternities and sororities
can and should be a force for the greater good, both on campus and
in communities. When this happens, everyone benefits and we have a
chance to get things right while showing others that members of Greek
life do a lot of good.

‘The Great Joy of Serving Others’
In a time where all eyes are on Greek life, Phi Kappa Psi leaders stepped
up in 2017, just as the founders of the Fraternity did in 1852. It should
come as no surprise that an organization founded upon The Great Joy of
Serving Others would ensure that its members are well-educated on how
to support and serve each other and themselves in terms of physical,
mental and social health, safety of the individual and chapter. The
policies and programs that the Fraternity’s staff and Executive Council
have implemented from the ELEVATE Health & Wellness initiative
and the Professional Development Conference to revised policies
around alcohol, new member education and volunteer training, have
uniquely positioned the organization as a leader in the interfraternal
movement and as a partner in good standing to campuses everywhere.
The timing could not be better as the percentages of fraternity members
who took the FSES stated that alcohol (16%), recreational (11%) and
non-prescription (5%) drug abuse were problems in their chapters.
By tackling serious issues via policy changes and comprehensive
programing intended to strengthen character, Phi Kappa Psi’s
leadership is providing resources to areas that have often been neglected
by fraternities in the past. Such actions are allowing brothers to get the
most out of membership while truly becoming honorable men who only
take care of each other, but who are capable of extending their love by
serving others.

Fraternity
members who
took the FSES
stated that alcohol
(16%), recreational
(11%) and nonprescription (5%)
drug abuse were
problems in their
chapters.

Dr. Stevan Veldkamp is the Special Assistant to the Vice President at The Pennsylvania State University and Executive Director of
the Center for the Study of the College Fraternity at Indiana University. He is a frequent campus and headquarters consultant, and
national conference presenter. Previously, Steve served Indiana University Bloomington as the Assistant Dean and Director of Student
Life and Learning. He is a member of the National Association of Student Personnel Administrators (NASPA), the Association of
Fraternity/Sorority Advisors (AFA), a member of Sigma Phi Epsilon Fraternity and a past Director of the Interfraternity Institute.
Evan D. Ditty is Assistant Director for Training and Development in the Office of Fraternity & Sorority Life at The Pennsylvania State
University (University Park). Evan has a Bachelor’s degree in History from Thiel College and a Master’s in Counseling from Edinboro
University of Pennsylvania. He has worked with fraternities and sororities at Murray State University and Edinboro. He is a member of
the Association of Fraternity/Sorority Advisors (AFA) and Delta Sigma Phi Fraternity.
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Returning To Our Roots
History of pledging, tradition of initiating new members explained
By Bob Marchesani (Butler ’94) (IUP ’79)

Fraternities are tradition-bound organizations.
We fraternity men do a lot of things because
“that’s the way we’ve always done it.”
Very often that is true and, in general, the traditions are positive.
Traditions link us to our past and the brothers who started our
Fraternity or our chapters have used traditions to create a bond
with the generations who preceded us in Phi Kappa Psi.
However, in the current debate about the process of affiliating new
members into Phi Kappa Psi, one of the reasons many cite for not
supporting a change to the practice is tradition.
“Pledging is an essential process to ensure that only men who are
truly worthy are initiated into Phi Kappa Psi,” some say.“Pledging
is one of my best memories as a Phi Psi,” others say. “It’s a tradition
that needs to be preserved,” say others.
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Lost in the argument is the fact that pledging is not an actual tradition
linked to the founding of Phi Kappa Psi or fraternities in general.
The history of Phi Kappa Psi tells us that Founders William Henry
Letterman and Charles Page Thomas Moore had invited several friends
to meet on Feb. 19, 1852 for the purpose of creating a fraternity. We
know that no one except Moore showed up to meet Letterman at his
mother’s house in Canonsburg, Pennsylvania. We also know that four
days later, Letterman and Moore initiated two more brothers, another
on Feb. 25 and one more on Feb. 27.
What was the thought behind initiating people directly into Phi
Kappa Psi? Why was the concept of membership so markedly different
than today’s model where prospective members and fraternities need
to discover one another through the recruitment process to find a
mutually-agreeable match? Were the Founders not worried about
membership standards? The answer lies in the nature of fraternities in
the early days of the movement.
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Birthplace of Phi Kappa Psi in Canonsburg, Pennsylvania

The campus of Dartmouth College where pledging most likely originated.

The arrival of fraternities on the American college campus in
1776 was a radical experiment in student self-governance. Dating
back to the very first fraternity — Phi Beta Kappa — Greek-letter
organizations co-existed with various literary societies that were
staples on all campuses at the time. Student life in the 1800s was a
much more serious academic proposition than today, and students
at the time actually liked spending their free time seeking greater
and deeper knowledge. Students literally lived with their tutors
in college housing, so there was constant adult supervision and
“encouragement” to focus on academics. However, with the change
in housing practices that removed tutors from student housing,
fraternities filled the gap of personal mentoring relationships between
college men in different classes while maintaining a focus on literary
training that was still popular.
Another reason for the practice of direct initiation of qualified
members was that in the 1800s, fraternity membership was generally
an honor offered and not a privilege pursued. In fact, early editions
of “Baird’s Manual of American College Fraternities” did not use the
term rushing or even discuss recruitment of members as a concept.
So, it’s clear that becoming a member of a fraternity in the early days
of the movement was less about being recruited and more about being
offered the honor of an invitation of membership. This again
is consistent with the tradition of literary or honor societies,
which sought to affiliate with the best students in a field of study
or academic class.
The book “Fraternities in Our Colleges” notes the practice of
pledging most likely originated at Dartmouth College where fraternity
affiliations were determined in a student’s freshman year, but
initiation into fraternities was not conducted until a new member’s
sophomore year.
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Also common at universities in this period was the practice of
fraternity membership being based on academic class, where you
would have sophomore, junior or senior class societies. This explains
the history of men having membership in multiple fraternities,
a practice that is not allowed today under the North-American
Interfraternity Conference (NIC) policies that prohibit anyone from
being a member of more than one NIC-member fraternity.
In the 1800s, it was common for men to be members of more than
one fraternity. In fact, we know from Phi Psi history that Founder
Moore joined Delta Phi Fraternity when he transferred to Union
College for the purpose of establishing a chapter of Phi Kappa Psi
there. However, finding the campus climate at Union inhospitable
for creating a Phi Psi chapter and having become friendly with the
members of Delta Phi, Founder Moore eventually was initiated into
Delta Phi while working on a merger of the two fraternities. The idea
lost momentum following Founder Moore’s graduation from Union
College in 1853, but his membership in both groups is a lasting legacy
to the effort of merging the two organizations.
The first record of the concept of pledging in “The Centennial
History of Phi Kappa Psi” (Volume 1) was a reference to an action
of the 1900 GAC in Columbus, Ohio, which approved “changes
made in fraternity practice in providing for a neat button for pledged
men ...” The timing of the adoption of the pledge button is consistent
with the history of the onset of the concept of fraternity pledgeship in
the late 1800s.
The history of the founding of the Pennsylvania Gamma chapter
at Bucknell University captures the spirit of the tradition of direct
initiation into the Fraternity that was the standard practice in the
early decades of Phi Kappa Psi. Pennsylvania Gamma was established
on June 26, 1855, and was a result of George W. Chalfant, secretary
of Pennsylvania Alpha, and Lewis Kossuth Evans, the founder of
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to whom to offer membership. Chalfant’s instructions were to “pick
out talented fellows, likely to take literary honors, moral, social, and
popular fellows, such fellows as you would like to have with you, and
such as would be an honor to any association.”
The real tradition of welcoming new members in Phi Kappa Psi is
captured in this charming story. Find good men who would make
good friends. Offer those men the honor of associating with an
organization that offers them principles to live by and a group of
men who will care about them and hold them accountable for the
standards we hold up as our own.
As Brother J. Duncan Campbell, author of “Volume One of The
Centennial History of Phi Kappa Psi” noted, “With such a standard,
success was assured from the start.”

Pennsylvania Gamma being high school classmates. Chalfant was
so enthusiastic about the Fraternity that he recruited men to start
chapters including his eager high school friend Evans. A letter in the
chapter archives noted that Evans was “initiated exclusively by letter”
and then nine more men at Bucknell were initiated long distance
into Pennsylvania Alpha. At that point, a charter was granted
designating the 10 Phi Psis initiated by letter as the “Gamma Chapter
of Pennsylvania.”
There is much about this story that is amazing. The long-distance
initiation by letter, the initiation of men at one college into a chapter
at another college more than 200 miles away, and the creation of the
Penn Gamma chapter again by mail.
But this story is interesting because of the instructions that Brother
Chalfant sent Brother Evans to guide him in selecting the right people

That’s the challenge for today’s Phi Psi undergraduates. How can we
adapt to the changes in our new member process to shift more focus
on finding the very best men who we know will honor our Fraternity
as they honor themselves as students, leaders and citizens on campus
and in the community? Likewise, how can we efficiently and effectively
use the condensed new member period before initiation to ensure
that our new brothers are ready to contribute to Phi Kappa Psi on
their first day of membership?
Change of any kind can be hard, but Phi Kappa Psi has endured with
strength and a commitment to brotherhood throughout its 166-year
history. The current change in our membership process of reducing
the time interval from affiliation to initiation won’t be a quick fix. It
will involve planning and putting our best effort forward, but what
doesn’t, especially if it’s worth accomplishing? Simply citing tradition
as the reason for opposing a change in our membership process is not
a sound argument. After all, and despite numerous changes to how we
have affiliated new members into Phi Kappa Psi throughout history,
the Fraternity has continued to survive and thrive. Vivimus et Vigemus!

Bob Marchesani served as chairman of the North-American Interfraternity Conference (NIC) from 2008 to 2010 and previously
as NIC vice chairman and a board member. He was co-editor of the 20th and last printed edition of “Baird’s Manual of American
College Fraternities.” He also led the NIC’s Marketing and Public Relations Committee before his board service. Under his
leadership, the NIC launched its www.fraternityinfo.com website, which increased the quality and quantity of young men joining
Phi Psi and the other NIC member fraternities. In 2013, Marchesani was awarded the NIC Gold Medal, the Conference’s highest
honor.
Before his service to the NIC, Marchesani was chapter advisor for the Indiana Zeta chapter of Phi Kappa Psi Chapter from 19912001. During his tenure, the Butler Phi Psi Chapter won the Fraternity’s 1996 Grand Chapter Award and he was later named the
Fraternity’s and University’s Outstanding Chapter Advisor.
Marchesani has served in various appointed national fraternity positions including a role where he created the Phi Psi national
partnership with the Boys and Girls Clubs of America in 2003. He also served as the volunteer director of extension and was
instrumental in creating the Fraternity’s strategy for growth, which has seen Phi Psi growing from approximately 80 chapters to
nearly 100 today. He is a 2012 Edward H. Knight Award of Merit recipient.
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Chase Osborne Annual Denver road trip - no
better way to end a summer! Very thankful for
these brothers in my life and can’t imagine
the last 5 years without you #myfraternity

Share your story of brotherhood.

Maybe you cycled across the country or had the most amazing road
trips with your brothers. Late night pizza. Raising money for the
kids. Hoops at the house. That intramural championship. Tailgates.
The annual ski trips. The best man at your wedding.
You have an incredible story of brotherhood to tell.
On Wednesday, September 12 we need you to join with hundreds
of thousands of fraternity men around the world to share your story
on social media. Include #myFraternity and let’s show the world
the positive impact of fraternities.

Learn more at myFraternityLife.org

FEATURED TOPIC

Charting a
In the name of health and safety, Phi Psi leader
clarifies recent Fraternity changes
By Shannon Price (Alabama ’88), National Vice President of Phi Kappa Psi

The Phi Kappa Psi Executive Council met in Las Vegas Feb. 23 and
voted to change the Fraternity’s alcohol policy, new member experience
and volunteer advisor education program.
These votes occurred after many months of research and deliberation among the Executive
Council members, staff, outside experts, chapter advisors and other interested alumni. The
changes were made to promote a safe environment for our members and guests. The following
changes were adopted by the Executive Council:
▸ Hard alcohol over 15% Alcohol By Volume (ABV) will no longer be permitted in chapter
facilities.
▸ Beginning with the 2018-2019 academic year, the period formally known as “pledging” will
be reduced from six weeks to 10 days. The New Member Education Program will evolve
into new member integration whereby new members receive six hours of orientation on
Phi Kappa Psi before their initiation. They will then be required to participate in additional
new member education over the course of several weeks after their initiation. The
Fraternity will also develop a continuing member education program for all undergraduates
— regardless of how long they have been initiated.
▸ A certification program for chapter advisors will be launched in Fall 2018. This program,
developed in coordination with a select group of current chapter advisors, will consist of
required and elective components to better educate volunteers on policies and provide
them with tools to better address issues facing today’s college student.
The obvious question most members have is, “why?” The answer is not simplistic or easy, but
involves a number of changes that are drastically changing the landscape of the American
college fraternity experience.

Hazing Deaths
At the national level, all fraternities prohibit hazing and spend tremendous energy and money
trying to combat it. Yet, data shows that 80% of fraternity members report being hazed.
Bloomberg News reported on Jan. 31, 2014 that there had been more than 60 fraternity deaths
from 2005 to 2013 resulting from alcohol, hazing, or a combination of the two. In 2017
alone, there were four prominent fraternity deaths resulting from hazing and forced alcohol
consumption:
▸ Timothy Piazza at the Beta Theta Pi chapter at The Penn State University died with a blood
alcohol content of 0.40.
▸ Maxwell Gruver at the Phi Delta Theta chapter at Louisiana State University died with a
blood alcohol content of 0.495
▸ Andrew Coffey at the Pi Kappa Phi chapter at Florida State University died with a blood
alcohol content of 0.56
▸ Matthew Ellis at the Phi Kappa Psi chapter at Texas State University died with a blood
alcohol content of 0.38
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Stronger Future
While at least one fraternity member has died as a result of hazing
each year since 1969, Tim Piazza’s case had something the public
had never seen before. This time, the entire gruesome episode was
captured on camera. Together with the texts and group chats of the
fraternity brothers as they delayed calling 911 for nearly 12 hours —
relenting only when one of the so-called “brothers” said Tim Piazza
“looked f***ing dead” — the footage laid bare for the first time,
showing a complete picture of the dark realities of hazing.

Universities Respond
After Timothy Piazza’s death, Penn State University suspended all
Greek activity on its campus and did not permit Greek organizations
to rush in the Fall 2017 semester. Suspension of all Greek system
activities continued at Florida State, LSU and Texas State after their
respective hazing deaths. Additionally, due primarily to hazing and
alcohol abuse concerns in the wake of the string of hazing deaths in
2017, the following campuses put a halt to all Greek activities for some
period of time:
▸ Indiana University
▸ University of Idaho
▸ University of Iowa

In November 2017, in the first known case of its kind, a small national
fraternity headquarters (Pi Delta Psi) was criminally convicted in
Pennsylvania state court of involuntary manslaughter, aggravated
assault, criminal conspiracy, concealing or destroying evidence, and
hazing resulting from a pledge death.
In December 2017, the Harris County, Texas Grand Jury issued a
criminal indictment against Pi Kappa Alpha International Fraternity
(Pike “nationals”) for hazing during a 2016 initiation where pledges
were deprived of adequate food, water and sleep, and one pledge was
body slammed, resulting in a lacerated spleen (the same injury that led
to Timothy Piazza’s death).
Following the closure of the Beta Theta Pi chapter at Penn State, a
wealthy alum of the chapter sued to recover his nearly $8 million
donation because the Alumni Corporation failed to enforce the antihazing policies of the Fraternity.
Finally, a number of lawsuits are being filed by victims of hazing that
allege fraud and fraudulent misrepresentation against the fraternity
chapter, the national fraternity headquarters and the host University.
Plaintiffs are alleging that they were fraudulently told that the
fraternity chapter did not haze when, in fact, it did. Allegations of
fraud are particularly lucrative to plaintiffs because most states award
triple damages if fraud is proven. Such allegations are also particularly
devastating to defendants because acts of fraud are not insured.

▸ University of Michigan
▸ Ohio State University
▸ Ball State University
▸ Miami (Ohio) University
▸ West Virginia University
▸ Florida International University
▸ University of North Florida

There are many more recent examples of criminal and civil suits
related to fraternity hazing, but those listed above demonstrate
the aggressive pursuit of these claims by prosecutors and plaintiffs’
attorneys.

▸ Washington State University
▸ Clemson University
▸ University of Missouri

Media Response

▸ San Diego State University
▸ Kansas University

Justice System Responds
Criminal indictments were issued against 18 members of Beta Theta
Pi at Penn State University for their role in the death of Timothy
Piazza. The Grand Jury also was highly critical of the University for
ignoring reports of hazing.
Criminal indictments were issued against nine members of Pi Kappa
Phi at Florida State University for the death of Andrew Coffey and
the Grand Jury skewered the University for the fraternity culture that
they permitted.
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Six members of Phi Delta Theta were indicted as a result of the death
of Maxwell Gruver at Louisiana State University. One indictment
was issued as a result of the death of Matthew Ellis at Texas State
University.

With the publication of “True Gentlemen, the Broken Pledge of
America’s Fraternities” by John Hechinger in the summer of 2017,
along with long-form articles in The Atlantic, and other media
attention from such sources at The New York Times, Time, USA
Today, The Wall Street Journal, “CBS This Morning” and other media
outlets, there has never been higher media interest in the issue of
hazing and out of control fraternities. While some of the viewpoints
expressed may be biased and unfair, and the media rarely publicizes
the good things done by fraternities, and their portrait of an out of
control system is not inaccurate in many cases.
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▸ Missouri Alpha (University of Missouri); recolonized

Government Response
Local, state and national legislative bodies have also taken heightened
interest in fraternity hazing. In South Carolina, the Tucker Hipps
Transparency Act requires all South Carolina colleges and universities
to publicly disclose on their websites the conduct violations of every
student organization, with the vast majority coming from fraternities.

▸ Ohio Lambda (Miami Ohio)

In the U.S. Congress, the “Report and Educate About Campus Hazing
(REACH) Act” (HR 2926) would require all public colleges and
universities to disclose hazing acts.

▸ Nebraska Alpha (University of Nebraska)

The Tennessee Legislature introduced a bill that would permanently
ban fraternities and sororities from Tennessee public colleges and
universities. Despite the clear constitutional issues, the bill is an
indication of the public outcry against fraternities.

▸ California Delta (University of Southern California)

The Louisiana Legislature has introduced a bill that would make
hazing punishable by up to five years in prison and would make the
organization liable for a criminal penalty of up to $100,000.

Parents’ Response
In February 2018, parents and friends of nearly 20 men that died as
a result of hazing gathered in Greenville, South Carolina to support
each other and publicly display their resolve to combat fraternity
hazing. They have formed a group called, “Parents United to Stop
Hazing (PUSH).”
As many universities have re-examined their Greek systems, they have
begun announcing new restrictions. Those that have announced
initial plans include West Virginia University, Florida State University,
Louisiana State University, The Penn State University and Ohio
State University. While the requirements and restrictions are not all
identical, they all coalesce around the following major themes:
▸ Shortened pledge periods between three to six weeks;
▸ Minimum grade point averages as a prerequisite to participate
in rush;
▸ Minimum requirements for overall chapter grade point averages;
▸ Limitations on “hard” alcohol, the number of permitted social
events, and limiting the number of attendees at each social event;
▸ Online public availability of chapter “scorecards” that identify
grade point averages, community service hours and disciplinary
proceedings/probations/suspensions of each Greek organization
on campus;
▸ Requirements for enhanced alumni/adult supervision.

▸ Kentucky Beta (University of Kentucky)
▸ Nebraska Beta (Creighton University) recolonized
▸ Indiana Theta (IUPUI)
▸ Louisiana Gamma (Loyola University)
Furthermore, there are eight additional chapters currently under
investigation by their campuses and the national Fraternity because of
hazing allegations.
Due to the risk management issues related to these chapter closures
and investigations, the Fraternity has had to increase its insurance
reserves by over $350,000 in the past two years and liability insurance
premiums for our undergraduates have increased by 40%. Additional
increases in both the required insurance reserves and liability
insurance premiums are expected again in 2018.

Phi Kappa Psi’s Response
Alcohol above 15% ABV will no longer be permitted at Chapter
facilities at any time. This includes undergraduate and alumni events.
Social events that are held off-campus at a registered and licensed
third party vendor can include hard alcohol within the limits of
the law. This limitation has been endorsed by the North-American
Interfraternity Conference (NIC) and is also being implemented
by many campuses across the nation. According to the National
Institute for Health, hard liquor is involved in nearly all alcohol blood
poisoning deaths or permanent physical injury and brain damage.
The extreme BAC levels seen in recent deaths can only be reached by
consuming large quantities of “hard” alcohol in a short period of time.
Phi Kappa Psi will continue to educate our members about the effects
of alcohol, but this limitation will assist in reducing the issues related
to alcohol poisoning.
Do limitations on alcohol work? Absolutely. After one national
fraternity adopted a policy that prohibited alcohol in its chapters,
its insurance claims related to alcohol were reduced by 90% and its
insurance premiums were cut in half.

Chapter Advisor Certification

Phi Kappa Psi Hazing Issues
Following is a list of the 12 chapters that have been closed due to
hazing violations in the past five years:
▸ West Virginia Alpha (West Virginia University); re-chartered
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▸ Indiana Beta (Indiana University); recolonized

Limits on ‘Hard’ Alcohol

University Limitations

▸ Ohio Zeta (Bowling Green State University)

▸ Virginia Beta (Washington & Lee University)

A certification program for chapter advisors will be launched in Fall
2018. This program, developed in coordination with a select group of
current chapter advisors, will consist of a series of required and elective
components to better educate volunteers on policies and provide
our advisors with the tools to better address issues facing today’s
college student. The national Fraternity is investing over $20,000 in
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educational materials to help train our volunteers on legal, compliance
and insurance requirements, plus other educational materials that help
our volunteers better relate to the campus and student environment.
By demonstrating to alumni that the Fraternity is serious about
providing a safe and educational environment, we will attract alumni
who want to provide meaningful input without having to babysit bad
actors or deal with serious conduct problems.

Reduction of Pledge Period to 10 Days
Beginning with the 2018-2019 academic year, the period formally
known as “pledging” will be reduced from six weeks to 10 days. The
New Member Education Program will evolve into new member
integration whereby new members receive six hours of orientation on
Phi Kappa Psi before their initiation. They will then be required to
participate in additional new member education over the course of
several weeks after their initiation. The Fraternity will also develop
a continuing member education program for all undergraduates –
regardless of how long they have been initiated.

the whims of my abuser, that he has the power to remove me from the
pledging process and prevent my initiation. There are no adults in the mix
– advisors have no real authority in the chapter, particularly in decisions
about membership (who gets a bid, who gets initiated). The power
differential between hazer and victim is more pronounced in the college
fraternity than in any other group on or off the college campus. When we
add into this mix the social status that many fraternities enjoy, dangerous
levels of alcohol consumption, lower levels of moral development,
heightened hyper masculinity, and the belief of many undergraduates
that their fraternities are inherently social in nature, we have a recipe for
disaster.
We cannot have membership structures that give absolute power to
19-year-old fraternity members and not expect them to abuse that power.
We can no longer have a serious conversation about hazing prevention
without first addressing the power differential inherent in the fraternity
pledging process. It is time to end the outdated, antiquated process of
pledging.

Will ending pledging get rid of hazing? Of course not. Newly initiated
Phi Kappa Psi is not the first fraternity to adopt an expedited initiation
members will still be subjected to those members who feel newcomers
process. Zeta Beta Tau has had such a process in place since 1989.
must ‘earn’ their membership. But by eliminating the
Alpha Gamma Rho eliminated its pledge period
power differential inherent in the pledging process, we
in 1992. Recently, Sigma Alpha Epsilon, Sigma
The national Fraternity is
empower the new members to stick up for themselves
Phi Epsilon and Alpha Kappa Lambda have
investing over $20,000 in
and walk away from activities they feel are dangerous.
eliminated their traditional pledge periods. We
We lessen their tolerance of severe forms of hazing,
are also aware of at least two other national
educational materials to help
thereby reducing its likelihood of occurring. Fraternities
fraternities that will be considering elimination
engage in abusive hazing because they can — because
of their pledge periods this spring. Additionally, train our volunteers on legal,
they know their pledges will subject themselves to it.
some colleges and universities are considering
compliance and insurance
Once they realize they cannot — that newly initiated
banning fraternity pledge periods.
requirements, plus other
members will not subject themselves to abuse in the
Hazing occurs in numerous settings — sports
name of ‘earning’ something they have already earned,
educational materials that
teams, band, ROTC, Boy Scouts — and, as
the culture will begin to change.”
adults, in the workplace. But, the fact is that
help our volunteers better relate
Some have suggested that reducing the pledge
there were 44 fraternity members that died as
to the campus and student
period to only 10 days will simply compress the
a result of hazing between the last two nonamount and severity of hazing into a smaller
fraternity hazing deaths (2001-2011), and dozens environment.
window of time. Yet data shows that the most
more fraternity members have died since that
severe forms of hazing occur the longer into the
time. Why is fraternity hazing so much worse?
pledge period the new member has advanced. This is true because the
Dr. Gentry McCreary, a leading Greek life expert, explains:
new member is less likely to feel he has as much to lose by quitting
“On a sports team, in a band, in the military, and in literally every
early in the pledge period. So the longer the potential member
other group we commonly associate with hazing, the power of hazers
advances through the pledge period, the more likely he is to endure
is mitigated by a responsible adult who is ultimately in control of the
more severe forms of hazing. By reducing the pledge period to 10 days,
group. If I am a freshman on the college baseball team, I may go along
the potential member is less likely to endure severe hazing actions.
with some low-level hazing just to be a good sport, but I am not likely to
subject myself to anything that I perceive to be particularly dangerous
Others have argued that 10 days is not enough time to evaluate a
or degrading because, at the end of the day, the person hazing me has
potential new member and that by initiating the person after only
very little real power over me. The coach of my team ultimately decides
10 days, Phi Kappa Psi will be lowering its standards. In response,
who plays, and if I’m better than the guy hazing me, I’ll play over him
one has to question what Phi Kappa Psi’s standards are now. We
regardless of whether or not I subject myself to his abuse.
have demonstrated the number of chapters that have either lost their
The fraternity pledging process, on the other hand, gives the hazer
absolute power over the person he is hazing. If I am a freshman fraternity
member, I am led to believe that if I do not willingly subject myself to
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charter or are actively being investigated due to hazing. We have
also demonstrated the increase in liability insurance premiums and
required reserves because of the increased instances of hazing. It is
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also true that the Fraternity has no minimum academic standard to
be a member and chapters as a whole are not held to any academic
standards. Consequently, Phi Kappa Psi ranks next to last among the
prominent national fraternities in the percentage of chapters that
meet or exceed the All-Men’s GPA on their campus. If these are our
“standards,” then I respectfully submit that we are not attractive to
the type of men our chapters need to live out our values and Creed
and our chapters are not doing a good job of due diligence with
potential new members. Some chapters utilize a six-eight-week pledge
period before initiation, but many chapters currently do not initiate
new members until the beginning of the second semester after their
pledge period begins. This data shows that evaluation of potential
new members is NOT a product of the length of time in which they
are evaluated.

our way to restaurants with separate lunch counters based on race. But,
we know from experience that society’s expectations change over time.
The expectation of an extended pledge period and hazing in college
fraternities are “traditions” that are being shunned by today’s society.
Phi Kappa Psi can either be a leader in the change that is occurring or
it can continue to ignore and close chapters because they failed to meet
the new expectations of our host institutions.

Reactions
Since announcing these new changes, the reaction from the parents
of our undergraduate members has been overwhelmingly positive. We
have received dozens of letters and notes in support of these changes.
The parents of our members view this issue as a safety issue. They
have heard from their sons about the hazing they have endured and
the parents are glad to see Phi Kappa Psi making positive changes to
reduce the opportunity for hazing in the future.

A reduced pledge period has been proven to reduce risk management
issues and insurance claims. Sigma Alpha Epsilon shows that in
the four years since they instituted a 72- hour pledge
period, the average number of annual insurance claims Phi Kappa Psi can
has been reduced from 14 per year to three per year
either be a leader in
and the average loss on those claims has been reduced
from over $400,000 per claim to less than $14,000
the change that is
per claim. This is not simply anecdotal evidence, but
occurring or it can
hard data from their insurance history. Are there SAE
chapters that have thumbed their noses at the required continue to ignore and
72-hour initiation period? Absolutely. But their national
governing council has been swift to address those issues close chapters because
and, in some extreme cases, have revoked the charter
they failed to meet the
of some of their more historic chapters (e.g. Ole Miss,
new expectations of
Texas, etc.).

Our host colleges and universities have also been very
supportive of our changes. They are making changes to
their Greek systems and are looking for good partners
to work with in re-creating a new fraternity system
that actually lives out the values that are espoused.
Phi Kappa Psi is now viewed by these colleges and
universities as leaders in the changes that are inevitable
in the modern college Greek system.

Our NIC colleagues have also been surprised at
our willingness to lead change. Phi Kappa Psi has
traditionally had a reputation of being slow to change
and not a progressive leader within the fraternity
our host institutions.
movement. Our new initiatives have been welcomed
Whether potential new members can learn the history
by our interfraternal partners. Those that have already
and values of Phi Kappa Psi in 10 days has also been
instituted similar changes have pledged to work hand
disputed. Based on my experience of blank stares when introducing
in
hand
to
share
ideas and information to make all of our efforts
myself to new initiates and even long-term actives as being a member
successful.
Those
national fraternities that have not yet summoned the
of the Executive Council, I am confident that few of them have been
courage
to
change
have been inspired by our leadership.
fully educated in the history and traditions of Phi Kappa Psi. Further,
if a chapter could demonstrate that they actively recruited potential
Our members have had mixed reactions to these announced changes.
new members by differentiating Phi Kappa Psi from other fraternities
Many alumni have been critical, while others have relayed their
based on the tenants of our Ritual and Creed, it would be the first
own experiences of hazing abuse and have been supportive of our
chapter I have ever seen that has done so. In practice, the modern
efforts to stop further abuse. Some members have simply shouted
college fraternity experience is a commodity and virtually no recruits
obscenities while others have voiced concerns in a brotherly way and
are selecting their fraternity of choice based on the ritual, creed or
have provided valuable input. Regardless of the reaction, I relish the
values espoused by the particular fraternity.
opportunity to have an honest dialogue with anyone of good faith
Finally, it has been argued that an extended pledge period is
that is open to discussion. While we may not always agree or reach
“tradition” that should not be changed. Neither William Henry
the same conclusions, there is much to be learned from each other
Letterman nor Charles Page Thomas Moore were subjected to a
if we are respectful of the various opinions and accept the data and
pledge period. Nor were Thomas Cochran Campbell or Woodrow
information with an open mind.
Wilson. Traditions, both within the Fraternity and without, change
Ending pledge periods will not end hazing. But Phi Kappa Psi cannot
over time. If society held onto tradition, we’d all still be smoking
cigarettes and driving 70 mph on the interstate without seat belts on
truly address the issue of hazing until it ends pledging.
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HERE AND THERE

A Commitment
to Giving Back
Kansas Alpha brothers find unique
ways to honor basketball legend Phog
Allen while increasing membership

Allen Fieldhouse (pictured above) was dedicated March 1, 1955 and named after Dr. Forrest C. “Phog” Allen, whose coaching tenure lasted 39 years.
The playing surface has been named the James Naismith Court, in honor of basketball’s inventor, who established KU’s basketball program and served as
the Jayhawks’ first coach from 1898 to 1907.

When it comes to living the values of Phi Kappa Psi,
the men of Kansas Alpha are getting it right.
Not only are they serving their community in positive ways, but they are
also awarding scholarships to memorialize Brother Forrest C. “Phog”
Allen, the late University of Kansas basketball coach for 39 years.
Known as the “Father of Basketball
Coaching,” Allen played under game
inventor James Naismith and earned
the title of Mr. Basketball. Serving his
university, Fraternity, and community,
Allen held strong values that have
contributed to his lasting legacy and
have served as the basis for creating
a way to bring the Fraternity and
members of the community together.
Dr. James Naismith (far left)
and Dr. Forrest C. “Phog” Allen
(second from left) with two
Jayhawks players in 1929

“In the Spring of 2016, several of our
members attended the American
Leadership Academy in Cabo San
Lucas where we learned about offering
a scholarship that would highlight the success of fraternity men and
the great work they are doing,” said Brother Jacob Ferris (Kansas ’15)
who is a past President of Kansas Alpha. “The idea really resonated
and we were able to bring the scholarship to life in 2016 with the help
of our executive team, alumni and members of the community. Since
then, we have continued to refine our process and improve.”

The scholarship awards some of the most outstanding young men
entering the University of Kansas, and winners are selected based
on their leadership, service, and academic achievement during high
school. Specifically, recipients must have a grade point average (GPA)
of 3.4 or above, an American College Testing (ACT) score of 25 or
higher and a stellar record of community service. Any incoming
freshmen can apply, and those selected as finalists are vetted by the
chapter’s scholarship committee before being notified. This year,
three scholarships were awarded May 11 in amounts ranging from
$500–$1,000.
Due to the print deadline for The Shield, recipients for the 2018
scholarships could not be named. However, one of the 2016 recipients
became a recruitment success story. Brother Maxwell Brown (Kansas
’17) learned about the scholarship opportunity from his mother and
is studying pre-pharmacy. In addition to providing financial aid and
peace of mind, the scholarship helped pave the way for him to become
involved in chapter leadership by serving as the Philanthropy Chair in
2017 and the New Member Educator in 2018.
“Receiving the scholarship has reinforced my belief in community
service and the good feelings that come from knowing you’re making
a positive impact in your own life and those around you,” Brown said.
“The Fraternity was built on the Great Joy Of Serving Others, and I like
to spread that happiness.”
Congratulations to the 2018 recipients and to the Kansas Alpha
members who have found a truly remarkable way to promote
scholarship and community.
PHOTOS: Kenneth Spencer Research Library, University of Kansas Libraries
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HERE AND THERE

Service-Oriented
Chapters take a break from college to help
area organizations in need
The men of Phi Kappa Psi have proven to be some of
the most caring, giving and compassionate individuals
in all of Greek life.
Our members regularly exemplify a commitment to the mission of,
The Great Joy of Serving Others. While our chapters have shown a yearround commitment to this duty of service, the opportunity to have a
collaborative, Fraternity-wide push for giving only happens a few times
a year. That is what makes the springtime so special at Phi Kappa Psi,
as the Fraternity has again participated in the National Week of Service
(NWS).
A dedicated time of the year when undergraduates and alumni can come
together and give back to the community in a collective capacity, NWS
was formerly recognized as National Day of
Service. However, the effort was expanded to a
week to grant greater flexibility to chapters and
Alumni Associations to identify needs in their
local communities, and create service events.
In 2018, participation occurred on a national
scale that was consistent with the dedication
members have shown in the past. Some chapters
and associations were new participants in the
event, while others continued their annual
tradition of giving.
Members of the Central Virginia Alumni
Association kept up with their annual festivities of service by working
with the Virginia Eta chapter to do a street cleanup in Richmond,
Virginia. Connecting alumni with undergraduates, brothers worked
hand-in-hand to clean up the area outside of the Virginia Commonwealth
University Students Commons.
Brothers from the Indiana University Colony spent a weekend working
with the Boys & Girls Club of Bloomington, Indiana, cleaning up Camp
Rock, a summer day camp for youth. Tackling a number of tasks during
their event, members helped rake leaves, clear logs from the campground,
paint and stain trim on buildings, repair and relocate campground
equipment, clear drainage pipes, organize storage space, perform building
maintenance, and more. Their work helped ensure that Camp Rock will
continue serving as a fun, safe, and educational place for youth in central
Indiana.

The Big Event in Nacogdoches is a community- and campus-wide day
of service.
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The staff at Phi Kappa Psi Headquarters spent time working with
Wheeler Mission, a Christian organization providing clothing, food,
shelter, and programming for the homeless. The staff worked in the
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Members of the Ohio Xi chapter at Capital University spent time at Goodwill.

donation center, helping to receive, fold, and organize clothing and other items for
distribution. Wheeler Mission’s work not only benefits central Indiana, but other
parts of the globe as well. Clothes that aren’t given to those seeking aid will be sold
in Wheeler Mission’s thrift store to generate money for necessary goods and services.
Clothes that can’t be sold are packaged and sent to third world countries. Wheeler
Mission has existed for 125 years, and is the only organization helping the homeless
in Indianapolis.
The Ohio Xi chapter of Capital University sent brothers to a local Goodwill in
Columbus, Ohio to spend their day volunteering in the donation center. Texas Epsilon
took part in The BIG Event, a campus-wide community service day in Nacogdoches,
Texas that is the town’s biggest day of service. Participants spent time gardening and
performing landscaping duties. New York Kappa joined Alpha Omicron Pi Sorority to
participate in the third-annual cleanup of Oneonta’s Third Ward.
Ultimately, the National Week of Service exemplified the best that the Fraternity
offers. Members across the nation did their part in building a better tomorrow and
we’re proud of all that was accomplished during this time of service.

Members of the Phi Kappa Psi Headquarters staff sorted
clothing at the Wheeler Mission donation center.
Members of the Texas Epsilon chapter participated in The Big Event.
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Member Milestones
Share your milestones with us to be included in the summer issue of The Shield. Submit your news at phikappapsi.com/alumni/member-milestones/.

Alabama Alpha
Matt Lewis ’09 married Allie Looney March
24 at Covenant Presbyterian Church with
a reception afterward at The Florentine in
downtown Birmingham. The couple resides in
Crestline, Alabama.

Arizona Alpha
Rick Christ ’77 has become a Certified
Hospital Emergency Coordinator. Christ has
been providing emergency preparedness
assistance to healthcare facilities and
coalitions from his own business since 2006.

Cal Theta
In March, Sirtaj Puri ’18 became a Client
Relationship Specialist with Charles Schwab
in Northridge, California. Puri graduated in
December 2017.

California Nu
Austin Claiborne ’18 recently was hired as a
Marketing and Fan Experience Representative
for the Oakland Athletics — the third position
Claiborne holds with sports organizations —
including the Oakland Raiders and Cal Athletics.

DC Alpha
Zachary James was born March 11 to Ilya
Plotkin ’04 and Jaime Konieczny (La Salle
University).

Indiana Beta
Clark Frye ’99, recently started his own
consultancy, Mountain View Analytics, which
focuses on digital marketing analytics. Frye
and his family reside in Arvada, Colorado.
W.T. Wrege ’65 is the proud recipient of the
2017 Outstanding Chapter Advisor of the Year
award from Ball State University Greek Life.

Indiana Gamma
Harry R. “Mac” McLaughlin Jr. ’80 is entering
his 30th year in the real estate business.
McLaughlin specializes in residential real estate
in the greater metropolitan Indianapolis area.

Indiana Epsilon
After 44 years of selling temperature controls
for commercial buildings, Bill Kusnierz ’69,
retired Sept. 30, 2017. Three months after
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retiring, he began a new career working for
a firm that sells products to the temperature
control and HVAC industries.
American Society of Association Executives
(ASAE) has announced that Kyle F. Jordan ’97,
has earned the Certified Association Executive
(CAE) designation — the highest professional
credential in the association industry.

Indiana Zeta
Neil Vandegrift ’98 accepted a position in
Atlanta, Georgia with Octane5 International.
Vandegrift, along with his wife Laura and
daughters Allie and Ashley, are looking forward
to the new opportunity and adventure.

Indiana Theta
Kalob Gossett ’12, received a Master of Health
Administration from the Indiana University
Richard M. Fairbanks School of Public Health.
Gossett also received the William M. Plater
Civic Engagement Medallion.

Iowa Alpha
Barrett Anderson ’05 married his partner,
Steve Kalkhoff, in a small ceremony
overlooking the Pacific Ocean.

Iowa Beta
Gary F. Short ’58, was recently honored by
the Iowa Bankers Association for more than
50 years of service in banking. The award was
presented March 14 during a special ceremony
at Security State Bank, Johnston, Iowa.
Ron Lichty ’69, co-author of “Managing the
Unmanageable: Rules, Tools, and Insights
for Managing Software People and Teams,”
recently released video training sessions based
on the book.
Thomas J. Miller ’69 received the Citation
of Merit from the College of Liberal Arts and
Sciences, given to distinguished alumni who have
demonstrated outstanding achievement and
received national or international recognition.

Kansas Alpha
Damon Bodenhamer ’02 and his wife Angeli
Labayen Bodenhamer welcomed a son, Keller
Reid, Nov. 19, 2017.
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Michael West Bassett ’03 married Jennifer
Goldsmith Oct. 14, 2017 at Brazos Hall in
Austin, Texas. Brothers William Bassett
’05 (best man and sibling), Brad Bailey ’03,
Matthew Moeder ’03 and John Maresh ’03
were all attendants to the groom.
Braden Miller ‘05, and his wife Laura,
welcomed Robert Joseph Miller into the world
Feb. 28.
Clayton William Porter ’03 married Katelin
Elliott March 3 in Kansas City, Missouri at
the former Kansas City Club. Brother Tucker
Porter ’13 (and sibling) served as best man.
Also in attendance were numerous members of
Kansas Alpha pledge classes.
Ryan Harms ’04 married fellow Kansas
Jayhawk — and Alpha Delta Pi Lady — Kirby
Felgate Nov. 11, 2017 in Maui, Hawaii. Fellow
Brothers Bob Clancey ’04, Chris Kopel ’05
and Drew Alingh ’04 also were in attendance.

Louisiana Gamma
Javier A. Enriquez ’08 is a partner at Jeffrey
& Enriquez and is admitted to practice before
all courts in the state of Florida, the U.S. District
Court for the Southern District of Florida, and the
U.S. Court of Appeals for the Eleventh Circuit.

Maryland Alpha
Harold Barr ’75, recently accepted a new
position as a Conversion Specialist with
Lynchval Systems Worldwide Inc.

Massachusetts Beta
Jason Hyne ’03, is pleased to announce the
birth of his son, Brady Jacob, who was born
Dec. 22, 2017. Big sister Lily (age 2.5) is thrilled
to have a baby brother.

Minnesota Beta
David Hellmuth ’85 has been elected to the
Board of Directors of the Professional Business
Consortium (PBC). PBC is an invitation-only
group of outstanding business owners and
professionals within the Minneapolis-St. Paul
Metropolitan area.
Justin Smith ’04 was awarded a Master’s
Degree in Security Technologies from the
University of Minnesota in 2017 and recently
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took on the role of Lead Security Engineer at
Ecolab.
David Newman ’09 recently began a job with
Universal Studios in Osaka, Japan. In his new
role as producer, Newman is leading creative
teams to deliver park attractions.

Minnesota Gamma
Karl Schrader ’00 began a new job with Google
as a Senior Roboticist. Schrader also received
a patent for an automated loading system
originally conceived for Amazon Technologies.

Missouri Alpha
Steve Spadarotto ’79 is now CEO of Far Niente
Wine Estates (FNWE) based in Napa Valley,
California. FNWE is a collection of estate
wineries including Far Niente, Nickel & Nickel,
Bella Union, Dolce and En Route.

Nebraska Alpha
Michael Barton ’62, Professor Emeritus
of American Studies and Social Science at
Penn State Harrisburg, recently had his 20th
book published. “Shitepoke: Venice on the
Susquehanna” is a fictional ethnography based on
the Harrisburg neighborhood where he once lived.

Nebraska Beta
Thomas Brown ’65 is retiring from the practice
of law after serving nearly 50 years in the legal
profession.

New Jersey Beta
John Romeo ’80 started working for Equis
Financial, selling life, health, disability and
annuity products.

New York Alpha
Matthew H. Bunn ’07 is an Associate in the
Chicago-based Freeborn Litigation Practice
Group. Bunn is a business counselor and litigator
who represents clients in federal and state courts
in complex commercial litigation matters.

New York Theta
Carlos Cornejo Rojas ’05 recently married to
Rosella Castro in the St. Michael Cathedral in
Piura, Peru, followed by a reception at the Piura
Country Club. The couple was accompanied by
Brother Franklin Ssozi ’08.
Justin Steinhard ’00 and his wife Alejandria
celebrated the birth of their first child, Alana,
Jan. 5.
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Ohio Eta

Pennsylvania Rho

E. Joe Stechschulte ’67 recently retired at
the age of 70. After a month in the hospital —
receiving a pacemaker and recovering from a
shattered ankle — Stechschulte plans to spend
a lot of time on the golf course.

Nick Patrick ’11 recently graduated with a
Juris Doctorate degree from Elon University.
Patrick passed the North Carolina Bar Exam
and is working toward opening his own law firm.

Daniel Steele ’82 received the University of
Toledo Beverly E. Hatcher Outstanding Alumni
Advisor of the Year Award.
In November 2017, Brendan Bachman ’04
was elected to serve on City Council in Clayton,
Ohio. He was sworn in the first week of January
and his term will last four years.

Ohio Theta
Eric Wiedenmann ’70 received the Ashland
University 2018 Special Achievement Award,
given to an alumnus who has proven leadership
abilities and has given faithful service to
Ashland University and the community.
In January, Jarrod Williams ’06 started a new
job as the Center Executive Director of the
Campo Family YMCA in Valrico, Florida — a
center of the Tampa Metropolitan YMCA.

Ohio Iota
In May 2017, Kenneth Stevenson ’15,
graduated from the University of Akron with
an Associate’s Degree in Land Surveying
and a Bachelor’s Degree in Surveying and
Mapping. Stevenson works for J.D. Williamson
Construction in Tallmadge, Ohio.

Pennsylvania Zeta
In March 2017, John Santoro ’72 was named
Lead, Executive Communications for the global
biopharma company Bristol-Myers Squibb.
Santoro retired from Pfizer after 28 years in
corporate and leadership communications.

Pennsylvania Lambda
Frank Guzek ’64 and his wife, Karen,
celebrated 50 years of marriage April 20.
Rick Riegel ’82 has been named a 2018
Distinguished Alumnus by the Pennsylvania
State University. This is the University’s highest
honor presented to its alumni.
Michael Foerster ’91 is President-Elect of the
National Association of State Charity Officials
(NASCO). NASCO promotes uniform state
charity registration and filing requirements,
amicus briefs and multistate lawsuits targeting
fundraising deception.
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Pennsylvania Upsilon
Dr. Bhavesh Joshi ’11 was awarded the
Inaugural Faculty/Staff Member of the Year
Award. Joshi teaches Clinical Skills and
Medicine and Osteopathic Manipulative
Medicine and provides primary care sports
medicine coverage to the athletes at Arkansas
State University.

Tennessee Delta
Bernard Fensterwald ’70 is a democratic
candidate for Florida Senate, District 16 in the
November 2018 election.
Founder and Chief Executive Officer Doug
Schukar ’83 has transferred 100 percent
of his ownership stake in DAS Acquisition
Company, LLC/USA Mortgage (DAS/USA)
to employees through an Employee Stock
Ownership Plan (ESOP). Schukar will continue
to serve as chief executive officer.

Texas Alpha
Bill Griffith ’74 was elected as State Regent in
the Texas Division of the Magna Charta Dames
and Barons.

Texas Gamma
Curtis Wendler ’74 celebrates the birth of his
first grandson, Liam Paul Wendler, born Feb.
15 — a future legacy to carry on in true Phi Psi
tradition.
In 2017, Brendan Barry ’13, started a new
role as Provider Network Development
Representative with USA Managed Care, and
recently began another new role as husband to
Samantha.

Virginia Eta
Awarded by Governor Ralph Northam,
Matthew Shapiro ’13 was the recipient of the
Metropolitan Business League’s Social Vision
Award in March.
Joseph Stemmie ’13 received the 2018
Governor’s Volunteerism and Community
Service Award. The VCU Richmond Alumni
Chapter has made volunteering a key priority.
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Nick Poling:

Man of Distinction
Allegheny College’s 2018 Fraternity Man of the Year
Without a doubt, Phi Kappa Psi harbors some of the finest young
men and emerging leaders in Greek life across the nation.
Day in and day out, our members exemplify the core values of the Fraternity and
regularly demonstrate that we are a Brotherhood of honorable men. Every now and then,
one member stands out and steps to the forefront of service, commitment, and character.
This spring, Nick Poling (Allegheny ’16) was recognized for his achievements by his
university, being named Allegheny College’s 2018 Fraternity Man of the Year. The award
is given to a member of Greek life at Allegheny College who has the community’s best
interests in mind and who represents the values of the institution.
“Being awarded this title was the culmination of all my work in the Greek life
community since I joined it in the fall of 2016,” Poling said.
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Poling began his collegiate and Greek life tenure as the Recording
Secretary and Public Relations Chair of his chapter, Pennsylvania
Beta. Simultaneously, he also served as the Events Chair for the
Intrafraternity Council (IFC) on campus. Demonstrating the
composure and responsibility to juggle multiple extracurricular
activities while fulfilling his obligations to school and the Fraternity,
Poling began getting involved in other campus activities after taking
on the role of President for the rugby team.
Recognizing an opportunity to make a difference on campus, Poling
understood the inherent influence and potential power the IFC could
possess, if led properly.

officially came to campus. As a result of the partnership, IFC worked
with the Panhellenic Council to host a prospective student event,
where he and others welcomed, interacted, and played lawn games
with prospective students.
“The event was a success and these prospective students were exposed
to Greek life before they officially arrived on campus,” he said.
The IFC plans to host an ice cream social to meet a new crop of
prospective students before the summer. They’re also working to
assemble Greek life orientation packets and pamphlets for prospective
students.

Already having accomplished far more than the average college
student, Poling refused to rest, diving further into opportunities
for growth. He oversaw a revitalization of the board’s social media
outlets, with an emphasis on Instagram. The board had previously
been without access to their accounts in years past.
“Being given this award He also reestablished a working relationship with the
Allegheny College Panhellenic Council in hopes of
has been humbling,
improved communication. The two have met multiple
and I hope I am able
times since then, ensuring there is consistency in
messaging, intent, and outcome.

“In the past, our IFC Board has been very idle and hasn’t done much
except pay dues. I saw the potential that our board had, especially
with recent Greek life events in our nation that have tarnished our
image.”
With that in mind, Poling ran for President of IFC
in the fall of 2017, which led to the beginning of
his current work. His first initiatives began with
establishing bystander training for all new members
of the Fraternity and Greek life on campus. He
worked with the Women’s Services establishment
in Meadville, Pennsylvania to get the movement
launched and has since reported that by the time new
members had been initiated, all of them had gone
through bystander training.

to continue to make
positive changes in my
community.”

In mid-April, Poling also led an event with the
IFC where he and others distributed teal ribbons
to students on campus, encouraging sexual assault
awareness during Sexual Assault Awareness Month.

“I found this to be important, due to the recent tragedies in various
chapters around the nation; tragedies that could have been prevented
with proper bystander training.”

Since his beginnings with Phi Kappa Psi, Poling has retained his
position as the Public Relations Chair and now serves as the Chapter
Historian.

In addition to bystander training, Poling and the IFC selected a new
philanthropic opportunity, citing that little had been done in that
area in the past. Poling selected a local men’s shelter in Meadville,
demonstrating an investment in the community and establishing
a partnership that will continue into the future with new board
members.

“Overall, my time in the Greek life community of Allegheny College
has been amazing, and I am honored to be able to give back to it
in every way possible,” he said. “Being given this award has been
humbling, and I hope I am able to continue to make positive changes
in my community.”

Following this, Poling used his position and resources to address the
school’s declining Greek population. He established a relationship
with the school’s admissions office, recognizing an opportunity to use
prospective student programming to meet new students before they

It is because of members like Brother Poling that we’re able to
continue to thrive in communities across the country. On behalf of
the Fraternity staff, thank you for being an ambassador of excellence.
We’re proud to call you our brother and recognized you for all you’ve
accomplished. Amici.

Member Milestones
Have you recently experienced a milestone event in your life? Maybe you got married. Perhaps you welcomed a new
child to the family. Maybe you landed that promotion, earned an award or received a new degree in higher education.
We’d love to hear about it! Share your milestones with us to be included in the next issue of The Shield. Submit your
news at phikappapsi.com/alumni/member-milestones/. You also can submit accomplishments or potential story ideas to
info@phikappapsi.com.
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Chapter Eternal
The complete Chapter Eternal, including obituaries, can be found in the Alumni/Volunteers section of phikappapsi.com.
Arizona Beta – Arizona State University

Robert H. Bohannan ’69

Missouri Alpha – University of Missouri,
Columbia

Steven C. Walli ’79

C. T. Olsen ’48
Lt. Col. Robert E. Solliday ’51

California Delta – University of Southern
California

Nebraska Alpha – University of Nebraska

Pennsylvania Iota – University of Pennsylvania

Russel E. Burkett Jr. ’41
Mark W. Gibello ’66
Mark R. Schmidt ’60
California Epsilon – University of California,
Los Angeles

Jeffrey W. Baus ’56
Kenneth C. Cleveland Jr. ’53
Ross C. McCollum ’46

Jerry D. Schiermeyer ’49
Nebraska Beta – Creighton University

Rev. Richard J. Hauser, SJ ’79
New Hampshire Alpha – Dartmouth College

Donald S. Baker ’58
James B. Cappio ’61

Pennsylvania Theta – Lafayette College

Edwin L. Horst ’54
Alan E. Schweizer Sr. ’50
Pennsylvania Kappa – Swarthmore College

S. Morey Wetherald ’48
Pennsylvania Nu – Indiana University of
Pennsylvania

Wallace R. Patterson Jr. ’78
New York Alpha – Cornell University

California Eta – California Polytechnic State
University

Dr. Robert W. Ballard ’41

Todd R. Hendrickson ’80
David W. Porter ’71

New York Eta – State University
of New York at Buffalo

Matthew I. Cohen ’94
Fred L. Center ’51

California Theta – California State University

Jeffrey S. Cohen ’67

North Carolina Alpha – Duke University

Illinois Delta – University of Illinois, UrbanaChampaign

Victor A. Bubas ’45

Ohio Alpha – Ohio Wesleyan University

Fred Bowie ’50
Donald L. Sheets ’66

David E. Williams ’60
Ohio Epsilon – Case Western Reserve
University

William J. Orndorff ’57
Coulson M. Scheuermann ’50

Herbert W. Hoover ’78
John R. Mote ’47

Ohio Eta – University of Toledo

Frank P. Hoot ’52

Indiana Beta – Indiana University

Martin J. Flynn ’56
Dr. George T. Lukemeyer ’42
Nathan T. Washburn ’49

Oklahoma Alpha – University of Oklahoma

Indiana Delta – Purdue University

Oregon Alpha – University of Oregon

Dr. James R. Egelston ’51
Harry M. Young ’61

William F. Earhart ’60
William A. ‘Bert’ Fridlin ’59

Dr. Arthur L. Clay ’50
Dr. Paul M. Jones ’61

Iowa Beta – Iowa State University

Pennsylvania Alpha –
Washington & Jefferson College

Kansas Alpha – University of Kansas

D. Ray Douglass Jr. ’42
Robert P. Reineke ’48

George W. ‘Bill’ Carrington ’42
William J. Hodge ’40

Pennsylvania Beta – Allegheny College

Michigan Beta – Michigan State University

Sloane Barker Jr. ’56
Bruce E. Carlile ’59

Robert M. Gale ’61
Richard E. Miller ’57

Pennsylvania Gamma – Bucknell University

John G. McManigal Sr. ’73

Minnesota Beta – University of Minnesota,
Twin Cities

Pennsylvania Epsilon – Gettysburg College

Texas Beta – Texas Tech University

Paul N. Duggan ’60
Texas Gamma – Texas State University, San
Marcos

Donald T. Kemmerling Jr. ’74
Virginia Beta – Washington & Lee University

Seth R. McKinley ’95
Washington Alpha – University of Washington

Albert McBride ’48
Earl S. Thygeson ’53
West Virginia Alpha – West Virginia University

Richard D. Hash ’61
Michael P. Trout ’78
Dr. James H. Wiley ’48

CORRECTIONS
In the Spring 2018 issue of The Shield, Frank Anthony
Patane (Lafayette ’04) was listed as deceased.
Mr. Patane is alive and well, and works as an Assistant
Professor of Mathematics and Computer Science at
Samford University in Birmingham, Alabama.
Charles H. Foster (Iowa ’55) was listed with an incorrect
initiation year. Mr. Foster was initiated into the Iowa Beta
chapter in 1955. His date of death was Dec. 8, 2017.

David L. Hess ’65

Charles L. Quinn ’50

50

Joseph M. Daley Jr. ’54
Harold C. Fisher ’48
Tennessee Delta – Vanderbilt University

Indiana Alpha – DePauw University

John O. Morris Jr. ’45

Rhode Island Alpha – Brown University

Ralph H. Bastien Jr. ’38

Georgia Alpha – University of Georgia

Brian N. Fosgate ’76

Pennsylvania Xi – Edinboro University

We regret the errors.
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FROM THE
This edition of “From the Archives”
features a unique composite photo from
the South Carolina Alpha Chapter at the
University of South Carolina, circa 1890.

V

ery little information is known about this particular item, including which members
are featured in it. While The Grand Catalogue of 1894 can assist us with who might
have been attending the University, assigning a name to a face would be impossible.
What also makes this piece interesting, is that chapter composites of the early 1890s would
have often simply been a shot of the entire chapter taken together, or with smaller headshots,
all on one page. However, this item features a collection of individual headshots placed and
framed together. At a time when cameras were not as ubiquitous as they are today, having your
photograph taken was not a quick, easy or cheap endeavor. Each of the brothers pictured is
formally dressed — some even proudly bearing their badge.
Whether this piece was originally intended to serve as a composite or later was built into one
from a collection of headshots, we don’t know. Either way, it is an interesting look back more
than 120 years ago.

With my gift, I hope to give
the young men joining Phi Psi
today access to the best
leadership training possible.

Invest your money where it matters most: in the bright future of your brothers.
Your gift today has the power to transform a Phi Psi’s life tomorrow.
pkpfoundation.org/make-an-impact

